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EFFECTS OF FORM-FOCUSED INSTRUCTION, CORRECTIVE FEEDBACK, 
AND INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES ON THE ACQUISITION OF  
CHINESE WH-QUESTIONS AND CLASSIFIERS 
YU WU 
Boston University School of Education, 2016 
Major Professor: Marnie Reed, Ed.D., Clinical Associate Professor of Education 
ABSTRACT 
 This dissertation addresses the differential effects of two oral corrective feedback 
strategies, recasts and metalinguistic prompts, on the acquisition of Chinese wh-questions 
and classifiers, while examining how individual differences (i.e. language analytical 
abilities, attitudes, and anxiety) would moderate the effects of CF.  
 Two beginning Chinese classes were randomly assigned to the recast or 
metalinguistic prompts group. In a span of 5 weeks, a total of 4 treatment sessions took 
place. Students were tested with an oral production task and a written error correction 
task before, immediately after, and two weeks after the treatment. Mixed-method 
ANOVAs were used to analyze the differential effects of the two CF strategies on the 
acquisition of wh-questions and classifiers. In addition, students also completed two 
questionnaires, with one testing their language analytical ability, and a combined 
questionnaire measuring their attitudes and anxiety. Multiple regressions were used to 
analyze the relationship between individual differences and students’ learning outcome.  
 The results showed that the metalinguistic prompts group had significant gains in 
accuracy in all measures, regardless of testing time (posttests or delayed posttests), target 
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forms (wh-questions or classifiers), and testing mode (oral production or written error 
correction tests). The recast group showed significant gains in the written tests for wh-
questions and classifiers, but only achieved significant short-term gains for wh-questions 
in the oral test. Regarding individual differences, we found that learners’ language 
analytical abilities and attitudes were important in predicting their test performance, 
while anxiety did not affect the learning outcome. 
 Results were discussed within the Interactional Cognitive Framework. Form-
focused instruction, along with metalinguistic prompts, which were consistent, output-
pushing, and reminded students of previous learned declarative knowledge, worked better 
than input-providing CF (recasts) for both syntactic and lexical features. Metalinguistic 
prompts withheld the target L2 forms, provided metalinguistic comments, and pushed for 
modified output, which may have increased the likelihood for learners to close the gap 
between their existing knowledge and the target L2 forms, and convert declarative 
knowledge into procedural knowledge.  The findings also suggested that CF could be 
delivered without raising students’ anxiety, and helping students maintain positive 
attitude was important for their language development.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction to the Study 
 
This dissertation reports on a quasi-experimental study on how teachers’ 
corrective feedback to students’ errors during form-focused instruction affects learners’ 
second language development. Specifically, this study investigated the differential effects 
of two oral corrective feedback strategies, namely, recasts and metalinguistic prompts, on 
the learning of Chinese wh-questions and classifiers by native and near-native speakers of 
English in two college-level Chinese as a foreign language classrooms in the United 
States. It also examines to what extent individual differences would moderate the effect 
of corrective feedback. This first chapter of the dissertation presents the background of 
the study, specifies the problem under investigation, describes its significance, presents 
an overview of the methodology, and defines key terms.  
 
1.1 Statement of the Problem 
The acquisition of wh-questions and classifiers in Chinese has been challenging 
for English speakers. Unlike English, a wh-question word (e.g. what, when, where, who, 
and how) in Chinese does not necessarily initiate a sentence, but stays in the position 
where it serves as a subject, an object, or a time or manner constituent. This discrepancy 
in word order between Chinese and English is considered one of the biggest obstacles in 
learning Chinese wh-questions. Learners of Chinese, especially at the elementary level, 
tend to produce wh-questions with incorrect word order (Everson, 2008; Gao, 2009; 
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Huang et al, 2009).  
The Chinese classifier is another “most striking” feature to a speaker of English 
(Li & Thompson, 1981). A classifier is a word that must co-occur with a number, a 
demonstrative, or certain quantifiers before the noun. It acts as an independent morpheme 
that “denotes some salient perceived or imputed characteristic of the entity to which the 
associated noun refers” (Li, 2009, p.58). For example, the English phrase “three books” 
will be translated as “sān (three) běn (CL) shū (book)” in Chinese, with the classifier běn 
inserted between the number sān (three) and the noun shū (book). A classifier describes a 
semantic property of the associated noun, which means different nouns may need 
different classifiers. For instance, the measure word běn refers to a bound book or 
dictionary; zhāng, on the other hand, implies a sheet of a thin object that has a flat 
surface, as in yì (one) zhāng (CL) zhàopiàn (photo). The concept of classifiers and the 
notion that different nouns require differing corresponding classifiers has been proved to 
be difficult to acquire for CFL learners. Typical errors of classifiers include omission of a 
classifier in obligatory contexts, and excessive use of the general classifier ge with nouns 
that require other special classifiers (Chen, 1996; Li, 2009).  
Language educators, however, do not agree on how to react to students’ errors. 
Some researchers and teachers prefer ignoring errors completely or giving delayed 
feedback on errors, because they believe correcting errors on the spot will threaten 
students’ face, and have an adverse effect on their confidence and motivation (Krashen, 
1982; Ur, 1996). Other researchers and teachers insist that errors need to be addressed, 
but there has been a heated discussion on: (1) whether error correction needs to be 
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implicit (e.g. recasting an error without changing the intended meaning) or explicit (e.g. 
clearly indicating an error has occurred and demanding improvement); (2) whether 
teachers should provide the correct linguistic form, or push students to self-correct with 
the risk of raising the affective filter  (i.e. a cognitive concept that relates to moods, 
feelings, and attitudes) and interrupting the flow of conversation; and (3) what types of 
CF are most effective in promoting second language (L2) learning, and why they work in 
the complicated language acquisition process (Ellis et al, 2006; Long, 1991; Lyster & 
Ranta, 1997; Panova & Lyster, 2002).  
There are also researchers who maintain that teachers should consider students’ 
individual differences when giving corrective feedback (CF), because the same 
instructional approach may work differently for students with varying language aptitude, 
proficiency, motivation, levels of anxiety, and working memory capacities (Ammar & 
Spada, 2006; Li, Ellis, & Shu, 2016; Mackey et al., 2002; Sheen, 2011). In addition, 
recent research has suggested that instructional contexts and the linguistic complexity of 
the target structures may also have an impact on the efficacy of CF (Ellis, 2007; Li, 2014; 
Sheen, 2004; Yang & Lyster, 2010). 
What is the most effective way to address English learners’ wh-question and 
classifier errors in Chinese as a foreign language (CFL) classrooms?  In order to answer 
this question, I will briefly review the relationship among form-focused instruction, 
corrective feedback, and second language acquisition in the next section. 
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1.2 Research Foundation 
1.2.1 CF, Second Language Acquisition, and Form-Focused Instruction 
Should teachers correct students’ errors? If so, how should teachers provide error 
correction? As first and second language acquisition theories evolve, views on the nature 
of language learning and the treatment of errors have changed.  
In the 1950s and 1960s, behaviorists viewed language learning as habit formation, 
so errors were damaging and should be eradicated immediately. From the late 1950s to 
1980s, under the influence of nativist views about language acquisition, some researchers 
believed that similar to learning an L1, mere exposure to positive evidence (i.e. correct 
linguistic forms) is enough to activate the language acquisition device in L2 learners. 
Negative evidence (i.e. what is not possible/ grammatical) afforded by CF does not play a 
major role in language development, because negative evidence can only contribute to 
learning explicit knowledge, not acquiring implicit knowledge (i.e. linguistic 
competence) (Chomsky, 1957; Krashen, 1988).  
From the 1980s until now, the interactionists emphasized the role of language 
input, interaction, and output in the cognitively complex process of second language 
learning (Gass et al., 1998; Long, 1991; Schmidt, 1995, 2001; Swain, 1985; DeKeyser, 
2007). They pointed out that teachers’ corrective feedback to students’ errors induces 
students to notice the gap between their current linguistic output and the target form, and 
push students to modify their output, thus enabling them to tap into their knowledge to 
repair the error and restructure their second language (L2) grammar, which leads to 
successful language acquisition. This study adopts the cognitive-interaction theoretical 
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framework, bearing the view that teachers’ CF plays a crucial role in students’ second 
language (L2) development.  
Pedagogically, corrective feedback holds a central place in language classrooms 
where teachers need to treat errors constantly and systematically. Related to CF and the 
role of noticing are three instructional approaches—focus on forms, focus on meaning, 
and focus on form (Long, 1991). Focus on forms is the traditional grammar-based 
instructional method that teaches isolated grammar structures in highly decontextualized 
context; focus on meaning emphasizes communication without much attention to 
linguistic accuracy; focus on form is the center of form-focused instruction, which refers 
to “any pedagogical effort which is used to draw learners’ attention to language form 
either implicitly or explicitly” in a communicative context (Spada, 1997, p.73). In other 
words, the goal of form-focused instruction is to induce learners to pay attention to 
linguistic forms while they are completing communicative tasks.  
Although instructional approaches vary in the Chinese as a Foreign Language 
field, many teachers are still using a teacher-centered and focus on forms approach in 
their classrooms (Ning, 2011). In this study, I will be using form-focused instruction and 
treatment activities in order to draw students’ attention to the target linguistic forms (i.e. 
wh-questions and classifiers) in communicative activities.  
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1.2.2 Types of Corrective Feedback and Their Varying Effectiveness 
1.2.2.1 Types of Corrective Feedback  
The last two decades have witnessed the mushrooming of descriptive and 
empirical studies on the various types of oral corrective feedback strategies and their 
relevant efficacy in facilitating the acquisition of a second language (Ammar & Spada, 
2006; Han, 2002; Loewen & Nebei, 2007; Lyster & Ranta, 1997; Panova & Lyster, 2002; 
Sheen, 2011; Yang & Lyster, 2010). Recent meta-analysis studies revealed that oral CF 
has significant and durable effects on L2 development, but several factors such as the 
types of CF, implementation of CF, learner differences, target linguistic structures, and 
contexts of CF studies need to be considered when searching for the most effective type 
of CF (Li, 2010; Lyster & Saito, 2010). 
 Teachers use six major types of corrective feedback strategies in classrooms 
(Lyster and Ranta, 1997; Panova & Lyster, 2002), which include recasts, explicit 
correction, clarification request, repetition, elicitation, and metalinguistic feedback.  
Definitions and examples of these corrective feedback strategies are listed as follows. 
 
1. Recast: A teacher’s partial or full reformulation of a student’s erroneous 
sentence without changing the original meaning of the student’s utterance. 
   E.g. Student (S):  He go to the store yesterday.  
                    Teacher (T):  He went to the store.  (Recast) 
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2. Explicit correction:  A teacher’s reformulation of a student’s erroneous 
utterance with a clear indication that an error has been made, such as “not A, 
but B”. 
E.g. S:  He go to the store yesterday.  
                T:  Not “go”. You should use “went”.   (Explicit correction) 
 
3. Clarification request: A corrective feedback that signals something is incorrect 
with the learner’s utterance by saying “sorry?”, “Pardon me”, or “I don’t 
understand what you said” (Sheen, 2011). 
  E.g. S:  He go to the store yesterday.  
                     T:  Sorry?  (Clarification request) 
 
4. Repetition: A teacher’s repetition of a student’s erroneous utterance in order to 
push the student to self-repair, often with emphasis on the incorrect part.  
  E.g. S:  He go to the store yesterday.  
                T:   He GO (emphasize) to the store yesterday? (Repetition) 
 
5. Elicitation: A direct elicitation, often in the form of a wh-question that is based 
on the incorrect part of a student’s utterance, in order to push students to self-
repair (Lyster, Saito, & Sato, 2013).  
  E.g. S:  He go to the store yesterday.  
                 T:   What did he do?    (Elicitation) 
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6. Metalinguistic feedback: Metalinguistic feedback contains either comments, 
information, or questions related to the well-formedness of the student’s 
utterance, without explicitly providing the correct form (Lyster & Ranta, 1997). 
E.g. S:  He go to the store yesterday.  
               T:  Use past tense for the verb.  (Metalinguistic feedback) 
 
7. Metalinguistic prompts: Due to the inconsistency in the literature on the 
definition of metalinguistic feedback, I am using metalinguistic prompts 
throughout this dissertation to emphasize two features of this type of CF: (1) it 
includes a metalinguistic clue to remind students of a piece of grammar or lexical 
information that they have learned before; (2) the teacher holds back from 
offering the correct form; instead, he/she prompts the student to self-correct. In 
practice, metalinguistic prompts may take the form of the most succinct and 
unobtrusive language of instruction that is used to elicit previous knowledge and 
uptake with repair (Reed & Michaud, 2011).  
  E.g. S:  He go to the store yesterday.  
                T:  Past tense.  
 
These CF strategies vary in two aspects: (1) whether it is a teacher-provided 
reformulation (i.e. recast and explicit correction), or a teacher’s prompt in order to trigger 
student’s self-repair (i.e. clarification request, repetition, elicitation, and metalinguistic 
feedback); (2) whether it is implicit or explicit. For the two types of reformulations, 
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recast is generally considered as an implicit input-providing CF, while explicit correction 
is an explicit input-providing CF. However, the four types of teacher prompts fall on a 
continuum of explicitness, with metalinguistic feedback being the most explicit.  Figure 
1.1 attempts to show the classification of CF types in terms of these two classifications 
(input-providing or output-prompting, and implicit vs. explicit).  
 
 
Figure 1.1 Classifications of CF Types (Adapted from Loewen & Nabei, 2007) 
 
Proponents of implicit input-providing CF (i.e. recasts) insist that students learn 
best by hearing the teacher recasting the error when they are actively searching for 
correct ways to express their ideas during communication breakdowns (Long, 1996). It 
provides the perfect “window of opportunity” (Doughty, 2001) for learning to take place. 
In addition, recasting an error neither interrupts the flow of conversation, nor threatens 
learners’ face.  
Supporters for explicit CF (mainly the four kinds of prompts), in contrast, argue 
that prompts make the error more salient, offering a longer time-out for students to 
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retrieve previous learned knowledge and make efforts to correct the error on their own. 
Metalinguistic feedback, in particular, is argued to be most useful among the four 
because it indicates the location and nature of the error, reminds the learner of the 
grammatical rule, and pushes the learner to self-repair (Ellis et al, 2006; Reed, 2012; 
Sheen, 2011). Another claimed advantage for prompts is that when teachers withhold the 
correct form but push learners to self-correct, they give learners the opportunity to 
reanalyze the L2 knowledge that they have grasped conceptually but are not yet 
producing spontaneously, which helps them to move from knowing the explicit 
declarative grammar knowledge to internalizing the knowledge (DeKeyser, 2007; Lyster, 
2013). However, more explicit CF may be more face threatening which may lead to the 
rising of the affective filter (Krashen, 1982).  
This study chose to investigate the differential effects of recasts and 
metalinguistic prompts, because recast is (1) an input-providing CF, (2) the most implicit 
and the most favorable CF, whereas metalinguistic prompt is (1) an output-pushing CF, 
(2) the most explicit and pedagogically most useful CF.  
1.2.2.2 Varying effectiveness of CF 
A substantial number of observational and empirical studies investigating 
different CF strategies and their impact on acquisition have shown different results. 
Classroom observational studies (Ellis, 2001; Lyster & Ranta, 1997; Panova & Lyster, 
2002; Sheen, 2004) reported that recast was the most employed method of correction 
across instructional settings, but it triggered lower rates of uptake (i.e. students’ responses 
to CF with or without repair) from the students, compared to prompts. Researchers 
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indicated that the low rate of uptake might be due to learners’ failure in noticing the 
corrective force of recasts.  
Empirical studies presented a mixed picture as well. Some studies, especially 
those done in the laboratory, have lent support to the active role that recasts play in 
learners’ development of second language (L2) knowledge (Han, 2002; Loewen & Philp, 
2006). However, classroom observational studies generally found prompts more 
beneficial than recasts in helping learners achieve better grasp of grammatical structures 
(Ellis, Loewen & Erlam, 2006; Lyster, 2004; Sheen, 2011).  
These contrasting results suggest that future examination of the relative effects of 
different types of CF is necessary, especially in the classroom setting, where teachers 
prefer to use recasts but prompts may be more beneficial to promote L2 development.  
 
1.2.3 Mediating Factors for CF Efficacy 
1.2.3.1 Individual differences in CF studies 
In recent years, a few researchers addressed how individual differences (ID), such 
as short-term memory, aptitude, attitude, and anxiety, affected students’ responses and 
processing of the teacher’s corrective feedback (Li, 2014; Mackey et al, 2002; Sheen, 
2011).  Although the limited number and magnitude of these studies cannot create a full 
picture of the relationship between CF effectiveness and ID factors, they suggest the 
mediating role that ID may play on the effects of CF strategies, and the necessity to 
consider ID as a mediating factor in future CF studies.  
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1.2.3.2 Target structures in CF studies 
Previous studies mainly investigated how CF affects the grammatical accuracy of 
rule-governed linguistic features in relatively inflection- and gender-rich alphabetic 
languages, such as the gender assignment in French (Lyster, 2004), past tense verb 
ending –ed, tense consistency, 3rd person possessive determiner his and her, and articles a 
and the in English (Ammar & Spada, 2006; Ellis, 2007; Han, 2002; Loewen et al, 2006; 
Sheen, 2011; Yang & Lyster, 2010). Findings from these studies cannot inform us about 
the efficacy of CF in non-alphabetic languages that do not have morphological changes to 
reflect tense, person, or gender features. Chinese, for example, is such a language that 
does not have any word-ending inflections.  
Furthermore, at least two studies have found that whether prompts and recasts are 
more effective depends on the target linguistic structures. Ellis (2007) compared the 
differential effects of recasts and metalinguistic feedback on two different grammatical 
structures, regular past tense –ed and comparative –er. The comparative –er is 
hypothesized to be linguistically more difficult than the past tense marker –ed. He 
reported that the group that received metalinguistic feedback improved more on the 
comparative than the past tense form, whereas the group that was given recasts did not 
improve on any measure compared to the control group. Yang (2010) found that Chinese 
English as a foreign language (EFL) learners benefitted more from metalinguistic 
prompts than recasts in their use of regular past tense –ed, but their performance was 
similar on using irregular past tense forms in both the prompts and recasts group.  
In sum, past research findings illustrate that CF study needs to be extended to 
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languages with less inflectional change while taking the complexity of linguistic targets 
into account. Chinese wh-questions and classifiers are good candidates to further our 
knowledge of how CF works with two target structures with different complexity. 
Specifically, in Chinese, wh-questions are a rule-governed syntactic feature, but 
classifiers are a lexical exemplar-based feature. Thus providing feedback to wh-question 
errors will be at the syntactic level, while offering feedback to classifier errors will be at 
the lexical level. Since the grammatical rule and linguistic computation is much simpler 
for classifiers compared to wh-questions, it will be interesting to see whether recasts and 
prompts have differential effects on the acquisition of these two structures.  
 
1.3 Research Questions 
Building on the theoretical argument that recasts and prompts engage learners in different 
modes of processing (DeKeyser, 2007; Long, 1996; Lyster, 2013), as well as the 
empirical studies that suggest that linguistic targets (Ellis, 2007; Li, 2014; Yang & 
Lyster, 2010) and individual differences (Sheen, 2011) may moderate the effects of 
corrective feedback, the following research questions will be addressed:  
1. Do recasts have differential effects on the acquisition of Chinese wh-questions 
and classifiers? 
2. Do metalinguistic prompts have differential effects on the acquisition of 
Chinese wh-questions and classifiers?  
3. Which corrective feedback strategy, namely, recasts or metalinguistic prompts, 
is more effective in facilitating the acquisition of Chinese wh-questions and 
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classifiers? 
4. Do learners’ language analytic abilities moderate the effect of corrective 
feedback? 
5. Do learners’ attitudes moderate the effect of corrective feedback? 
6. Does learners’ anxiety moderate the effect of corrective feedback? 
 
1.4 An Overview of Methodology 
To answer the research questions, the study used a quasi-experimental design involving 
two intact beginning CFL classes, which were randomly assigned to a recast group and a 
metalinguistic prompts group. Both groups received the same instruction on the target 
structures (i.e. wh-questions and classifiers) at the beginning of the study. After the initial 
concept of the target structures was established, both groups participated in form-focused 
production activities that elicited the use of target forms. The teacher provided only 
recasts to students’ errors in the recast group, and offered only metalinguistic prompts in 
the metalinguistic prompts group to push students to self-correct their errors. All students 
completed a pretest before the first treatment, a posttest immediately after the last 
treatment, and a delayed posttest two weeks after the posttest. During each testing 
session, every student completed an oral production task and an untimed error correction 
task, which are designed to test their implicit knowledge and explicit knowledge 
respectively. Students also completed an aptitude test prior to the pretest, and a 
questionnaire that measures their motivation and anxiety after the delayed posttest. A 
more detailed description of the methodology will be presented in Chapter 3.  
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1.5 Significance of the Study 
This study on the differential effects of recasts and metalinguistic prompts on the 
acquisition of Chinese wh-question and classifiers in college-level elementary CFL 
classrooms bears theoretical and pedagogical significance.  
Theoretically, it will contribute to the current discussion in the SLA field on the 
varying effectiveness of different corrective feedback strategies. It will also inform us 
about the mediating roles that linguistic structures and individual differences may play 
during the feedback process. In addition, it will extend CF research to the CFL context 
through the investigation of a rule-governed syntactic feature and a language-specific and 
item-based lexical feature.  
 Pedagogically, the proposed study will provide teachers from various 
backgrounds with a practical reference on the efficacy of CF strategies in correcting 
students’ errors while taking into account the complexity of grammar features and 
individual differences, which could in turn facilitate students’ acquisition of the second 
language.  
 
1.6 Definition of key terms  
Instead of using alphabetical order, the following key terms are grouped based on 
related concepts. The sequence of the groups follows this order: (1) corrective feedback 
(CF definition, uptake, repair) ; (2) learner knowledge (i.e. declarative/ explicit, 
procedural/ implicit, automatic knowledge); (3) learner awareness (i.e. noticing and 
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understanding); (4) instructional standard (focus on forms, focus on meaning, and focus 
on form).   
 
Corrective Feedback: “Any reaction of the teacher which clearly transforms, 
disapprovingly refers to, or demands improvement of the learner utterance” 
(Chaudron, 1977, p.31).  
Uptake: a student’s utterance that immediately follows the teacher’s feedback and that 
constitutes a reaction in some way to the teacher’s intention to draw attention to 
some aspect of the student’s initial utterance (Lyster & Ranta, 1997).  
 E.g. S:  He go to the store yesterday.      (Learner error) 
         T:  He went to the store yesterday.  (Corrective feedback: recast) 
         S:  He went to the store yesterday.  (Learner uptake) 
 
Repair: Learner uptake that has successfully corrected the original error targeted by the 
CF (Sheen, 2011).  
 E.g. S:  He go to the store yesterday.      (Learner error) 
         T:  Past tense.    (Corrective feedback: metalinguistic prompt) 
         S:  He went to the store yesterday.  (Learner uptake with repair) 
Declarative (explicit) knowledge: The grammatical or lexical information that students 
receive from a teacher, usually at the beginning of learning a new word or 
grammar (DeKeyser, 2007). E.g., the explicit rule of word order in Chinese.  
Procedural (implicit) knowledge: After the beginning stage of learning about a 
grammatical rule or a new lexical item, through initial practice, students begin to 
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form “behavior routines”. Equipped with procedural knowledge of target L2 forms, 
they use specific words and rules at a faster rate and with less error (DeKeyser, 
2007).  
Automaticity: The ideal final stage of language learning, in which students use grammar 
and vocabulary spontaneously and accurately, often without deliberate retrieval of 
grammatical and lexical knowledge (DeKeyser, 2007).  
Noticing: A conscious process in which a learner’s attention is drawn to the target being 
learned. This kind of awareness is usually a “simple mental registration of an event” 
(Schmidt, 1995, 2001).  
Understanding: A deeper level of awareness of a learner, involving generalization and 
analysis of rules or principles, usually after reflecting on what has been noticed. 
Some mental activities that reflect this level of awareness include thinking, 
problem solving, and metacognition (Schmidt, 1995, 2001).   
Focus on forms: An instructional approach that involves teaching isolated grammar 
forms in a highly decontextualized manner. The focus of this approach emphasizes 
linguistic forms, not meaning and communication.  
Focus on meaning: An instructional approach that uses pure meaning-based activities 
without any emphasis on linguistic forms.  
Focus on form: An instructional approach that combines focus on forms and focus on 
meaning, which stresses drawing learners’ attention to forms in communicative 
contexts.  
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Form-focused instruction: Form-focused instruction is used in contrast to meaning-
focused instruction in which a learner’s entire focus is on meaning and the 
message being exchanged. Ellis (2001) divided form-focused instruction to three 
major categories: focus on forms, planned focus on form, and incidental focus on 
form.  An alternative definition came from Spada (1997, p.73), who defined form-
focused instruction as “any pedagogical effort which is used to draw learners’ 
attention to language form either implicitly or explicitly” in a communicative 
context ”. 
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Chapter 2 Review of Literature 
This Chapter reviews past research to provide a context for my study, especially 
those studies that have influenced the conceptualization and execution of this dissertation. 
First, the theoretical foundation of the study will be presented through reviewing a set of 
second language acquisition theories in which corrective feedback holds a central place. 
Next, the pedagogical aspect of corrective feedback (CF), including the history of error 
correction, learners’ beliefs and teachers’ practice, and classroom-based observational 
studies will be reviewed. The third part of this chapter addresses empirical studies on 
various aspects of CF, including both laboratory and classroom-based empirical research 
that investigated the efficacy of different corrective feedback strategies in different 
linguistic contexts, targeting various structures, and with students exhibiting divergent 
individual differences. The chapter concludes by summarizing major findings and 
revisiting the research questions.  
 
2.1 CF definition, Categorization, and CF episode 
Before we dive into the theoretical foundation of corrective feedback studies, we 
will briefly review some of the most important concepts in CF, including the definition of 
CF, types and categorization of CF, and conversational moves in a CF episode.  
One of the earliest definitions of corrective feedback (CF) regards it as “any 
reaction of the teacher which clearly transforms, disapprovingly refers to, or demands 
improvement of the learner utterance” (Chaudron, 1977, p.31). Listed below are two 
examples of CF episodes. Both include a learner error, teacher’s corrective feedback, and 
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student’s uptake (i.e. a student utterance that immediately follows the teacher’s feedback). 
In Example 1, the student’s uptake simply responded to the teacher’s utterance without 
correcting his own error; in Example 2, the student repaired the error in the uptake by 
himself.  
 Example 1 
  Student:  He go to the store yesterday.      (Learner error) 
  Teacher:  He went to the store yesterday.  (Corrective feedback: recast) 
  Student:  Yes.             (Learner uptake without repair) 
 
 Example 2 
  Student:  He go to the store yesterday.      (Learner error) 
  Teacher:  Past tense.    (Corrective feedback: metalinguistic prompt) 
  Student:  He went to the store yesterday.  (Learner uptake with repair) 
 
As was mentioned in Chapter 1, in their seminal studies, Lyster and his colleagues 
identified six major types of corrective feedback strategies that teachers use in 
classrooms, which include recasts, explicit correction, clarification request, repetition, 
elicitation, and metalinguistic feedback (Lyster & Ranta, 1997). Panova & Lyster (2002) 
later categorized these strategies as reformulations (i.e. teachers provide target forms 
through recasts and explicit correction) and prompts (i.e. teachers withhold the correct 
form but push learners to self correct via clarification request, repetition, elicitation, or 
metalinguistic feedback).  
Sheen and Ellis (2011) also made similar categorization of the CF types, but put 
more emphasis on the implicit and explicit nature of corrective feedback. This type of 
classification is problematic because the explicitness of a CF strategy may vary based on 
the instructional contexts or learners’ perception. For instance, recasts were usually 
considered as an implicit kind of CF, but it was reported that in New Zealand ESL 
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programs and Korean EFL programs, learners had higher response rate to the corrective 
force of recasts compared to the Canadian ESL and French immersion students (Sheen, 
2004). In other words, recasts can be quite explicit in more form-oriented instructional 
settings. In addition, teachers could deliver recasts quite explicitly, with louder voice, 
emphasis on the target structure, with shorter recast moves, etc. Therefore, some recasts 
are more noticeable than others (Loewen & Philp, 2006). In this study, to best contrast 
the two CF strategies under investigation (i.e. recasts and metalinguistic prompts), recasts 
were delivered without any emphasis on the target forms.  
In terms of reformulations, recast is generally considered as an implicit input-
providing CF, while explicit correction is an explicit input-providing CF. However, the 
four types of teacher prompts fall on a continuum of explicitness, with metalinguistic 
feedback being the most explicit, as shown in Figure 2.1 (the same Figure appeared in 
Chapter 1 as well), which attempts to show the classification of CF types in terms of 
these two classifications (input-providing or output-pushing, and implicit vs. explicit).  
 
Figure 2.1 Classifications of CF Types (Adapted from Loewen & Nabei, 2007) 
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  In this dissertation study, we chose to investigate recasts and metalinguistic 
prompts, because they are maximally different, as recasts usually are implicit and is an 
input-providing CF, whereas metalinguistic prompts are quite explicit and is an output-
pushing CF. However, because we do not know how salient recasts and metalinguistic 
prompts would be in the Chinese as a foreign language classrooms setting, the 
fundamental difference between the two CF would be that recasts are input-providing, 
and metalinguistic prompts are output-pushing with additional linguistic comments.  
 
2.2 Theoretical Background of Corrective Feedback 
2.1.1 Introduction 
Second language learners can be exposed to two types of evidence: positive and 
negative evidence. Positive evidence is the information that tells a learner what is 
possible/grammatical in a language, which is normally available through exposure to 
exemplary target language in the input. Negative evidence, on the other hand, is the 
information that tells the learner what is not possible/grammatical in a language, which is 
usually provided through correction and explanations (Gass, 1998).  
In second language acquisition, corrective feedback is valued mainly because it 
provides learners with negative evidence. However, for decades, researchers have not 
agreed on whether and how negative evidence facilitates L2 learning. In the following 
sections, we will review a few hypotheses and theoretical models that are related to the 
efficacy of corrective feedback.  
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2.1.2 UG and the Input Hypothesis 
We will start with the nativist perspective, which believes that corrective feedback 
plays a minor role in language acquisition. Supporters of the nativist theory maintain that 
language acquisition is the result of Universal Grammar (UG) in human brains 
(Chomsky, 1975), thus only positive evidence is crucial in learning one’s first language. 
Following Chomsky’s view on L1 acquisition, UG-based L2 researchers claim that 
negative evidence offered by CF plays at best a minor role in interlanguage development. 
Even if a learner benefits from negative evidence, the knowledge he gets from the 
negative evidence only becomes part of his explicit (i.e. declarative) knowledge but not 
implicit knowledge (i.e. linguistic competence) (Schwartz, 1993; White, 2003).  
Working in this framework, Krashen (1982) distinguished “acquisition” from 
“learning”. He believed that “acquisition” is a subconscious and implicit process (e.g. 
children acquire their first language), while “learning” is the result of explicit instruction, 
and so is a conscious process resulting in conscious knowledge. Since error correction is 
part of explicit instruction, explicit knowledge afforded by corrective feedback cannot 
convert to implicit knowledge (i.e. linguistic competence). In his Input Hypothesis, he 
contended that comprehensible input (i.e. the input that is slightly ahead of a learner’s 
current stage of knowledge) is “the only causative variable in second language 
acquisition (SLA)” (p.57). According to Krashen, positive evidence that is made 
available through comprehensible input is enough for learners to acquire an L2.  
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2.1.3 Output Hypothesis  
Contrary to the nativists’ view, the main body of CF research in the past 40 years 
found a home in the cognitive-interaction paradigm, which views CF as playing a pivotal 
role in the acquisition of both explicit and implicit knowledge.  
Under the cognitive-interaction umbrella, the first hypothesis we will examine is 
the Output Hypothesis proposed by Swain as a complement to the Input Hypothesis. 
Drawing from a Canadian French immersion student’s experience that she could not 
communicate freely and accurately in French after years of schooling conducted in 
French, Swain (1985, 1993) in her Output Hypothesis stated that merely receiving 
comprehensible input is not enough for learning to take place. She pointed out four areas 
where output may play a role in second language acquisition.  
The first area is about enhancing fluency. Swain believed that language 
production allows a learner to use linguistic resources to talk in the L2 to build fluency.  
Second, producing language permits a learner to detect what he is able to say, and 
what he has only partially acquired. In response to this problem, the learner could search 
within his linguistic resources for information to close this gap by “generating new 
knowledge” or “consolidating existing knowledge” (1993, p.159). If the knowledge is 
beyond his current linguistic capability, he could identify the gap and pay close attention 
to the interlocutor’s input. In other words, failing to produce the target language form 
would in turn draw a learner’s attention to relevant input.  
Third, language output may benefit L2 learning through hypothesis testing, as it 
permits learners to play with the language, try different ways to express their meanings, 
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and check whether it would work.  
Lastly, language output would trigger responses from native speakers in terms of 
its comprehensibility and accuracy. The responses are usually in the form of corrective 
feedback, through which teachers confirm the validity of correct utterances, or indicate 
the incorrectness by requesting clarification, providing a linguistic clue, etc., in order to 
push learners to modify or reprocess their output.  
 In language classes, Swain suggested teachers make speaking and writing 
exercises a mandatory component, but pointed out that doing so is still not enough for 
students to maximize their learning results. She emphasized that students need to be 
pushed to use their linguistic resources; they should have their linguistic abilities 
“stretched to their fullest” (1993, p.160); they ought to reflect on and modify their output 
to make it more accurate, comprehensible, and appropriate.  
 De Bot (1996) endorsed the Output Hypothesis from the information processing 
perspective. In addition to echoing the four functions of output, which are enhancing 
fluency, noticing the gap (between a learner’s current linguistic capability and the target 
L2), hypothesis testing, and triggering responses from native speakers for utterance 
comprehensibility and accuracy, he also addressed an important conceptual issue, i.e. the 
definition of acquisition. He maintained that acquisition does not always mean learning 
new knowledge; it also should entail making changes in the existing knowledge. In the 
process of developing fluency, output plays a direct role by turning declarative (explicit) 
knowledge to procedural (implicit) knowledge.  
The Output Hypothesis favors output-prompting corrective feedback to recasts, 
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because the former pushes learners to analyze and modify their output on their own, 
which will benefit the consolidation of their partially acquired knowledge. Input-
providing CF, such as recasts and direct correction, on the other hand, deny the learners 
the possibility of reanalyzing their output and testing their hypotheses after hearing the 
teacher’s feedback.  
 
2.1.4 Noticing Hypothesis  
Both the Input and Output Hypothesis value learners’ noticing of the mismatch 
between their interlanguage forms and target L2 forms. Noticing is the construct 
proposed by Schmidt (1990) based on his own experience of learning Portuguese. 
Through analyzing self-reports and tape-recorded data, he found that language forms that 
he had consciously attended to when communicating with native speakers were always 
acquired, but language phenomena that he failed to notice were not learned. This 
experience led to his proposal of the Noticing Hypothesis, which states that noticing is a 
necessary consciousness-raising process in language acquisition; learners have to notice 
the gap (or mismatch) between their current L2 knowledge and the target form before 
learning takes place (Schmidt, 1995).  
Schmidt distinguished “noticing” from “understanding”. Noticing is a conscious 
process in which a learner’s attention is drawn to the target being learned. This kind of 
awareness is usually a “simple mental registration of an event”. Understanding, on the 
other hand, is a deeper level of awareness of a learner, involving generalization and 
analysis of rules or principles, usually after reflecting what has been noticed. Some 
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mental activities that reflect this level of awareness include thinking, problem solving, 
and metacognition (Schmidt, 1995, 2001).   
Based on the Noticing Hypothesis, corrective feedback highlights the salience of 
this “gap”, therefore assists the acquisition of the second language. However, upon 
hearing the teachers’ corrective feedback, whether the learner would simply notice the 
gap or rise to the level of understanding depends on the nature of CF and students’ 
readiness. Because corrective feedback types differ in terms of explicitness and teacher’s 
scaffolding, we would argue that certain CF moves such as prompts may draw attention 
to the gap between learners’ L2 forms and target L2 forms, while reformulations like 
recasts with rising intonation may serve as input enhancement.   
 
2.1.5 Interaction Hypothesis 
Long (1996) in his Interaction Hypothesis emphasized the relationship between 
comprehensible input and interaction between the interlocutors. He believed when there 
is a communication breakdown, interlocutors need to negotiate for meaning. During this 
negotiation/ interaction, if one of the interlocutors is a native speaker/ teacher, he usually 
modifies the “linguistic form, conversational structure, message content, or all three, until 
an acceptable level of understanding is achieved” (p.418). This adjusted/modified 
language that the other interlocutor could understand is called comprehensible input, and 
the comprehensible input is the result of interaction between the interlocutors when they 
are negotiating with language to understand each other’s meaning.  
Now let us look at one example in Chinese, in which the teacher negotiated 
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meaning with the student through recasts. 
Example 2.1  
S: Zhè shì wǒ jiā de zhàopiàn (This is our family photo).  
     Wǒ jiā yǒu wǔ rén (My family has 5 (missing classifier) people). 
T: Ó, nǐ jiā yǒu wǔ kǒu rén? 
S: Duì, wǒ jiā yǒu wǔ kǒu rén. (Right, my family has 5 people).  
    Zhè shì wǒ bàba,… (Here is my dad, …) 
The Interaction Hypothesis claims that recasts is an ideal corrective feedback 
strategy because it creates an opportunity for learners to notice the difference between 
their interlanguage forms and the target formulations, while focusing on their intended 
meaning during communication. Long believes that recasts fit well within 
communicative-oriented classrooms, since the teacher’s delivery of recasts is non-
obtrusive and would not interrupt the flow of conversation. He opposes the use of output-
prompting CFs (i.e. repetition, clarification request, elicitation, and metalinguistic 
feedback), noting that these CF strategies would hurt communication and thus impede the 
learning process.  
 
2.1.6 The Interaction Approach 
The three hypotheses mentioned above have contributed to “the Interaction 
Approach” (Gass & Mackey, 2007), which “attempts to account for learning through the 
learners’ exposure to language, production of language, and feedback on that production” 
(p.176). The main idea of this approach is that in communicative contexts, negative 
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evidence afforded by interactional feedback from teachers/ native speakers helps the 
learner to notice the gap between what he can say and what he wants to say, creating an 
opportunity for the learner to reanalyze and restructure his L2 knowledge, which 
eventually may lead to successful L2 acquisition. This is the paradigm that we will 
assume for this dissertation study.  
 
2.1.7 Skill Learning Theories  
Another noteworthy cognitive theory is the Skill Learning Theory (DeKeyser, 
2007), which postulates that L2 learning is analogous to acquiring other complex 
cognitive skills. DeKeyser proposes that learning the L2 skill goes through three stages: 
obtaining declarative knowledge (knowing ‘that’), next proceduralizing it (knowing 
‘how’), and finally automatizing it. During the progression from declarative to procedural 
and lastly automatic knowledge, learners’ reaction time and error rates are greatly 
reduced, which indicates that their fluency and accuracy are increasingly improved.   
This model aligns very well with the goal of language instruction, which is to help 
learners achieve fluent and accurate production in a second language. DeKeyser 
emphasized the “power law of practice”(p.3) in this process, proposing that explicit 
declarative knowledge can convert into implicit procedural knowledge through practice.  
Working in this framework, a key CF researcher, Lyster, argues that output-
prompting CF is better than input-providing CF in that the former promotes the 
proceduralizing of L2 knowledge that learners have grasped conceptually but are not yet 
producing spontaneously (Ranta & Lyster, 2007; Lyster & Izquierdo, 2009; Yang & 
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Lyster, 2010). Lyster commented on the importance of providing learners with 
opportunities to practice what has been learned in his 2013 state-of-art article by stating 
“the ultimate goal of instruction is not to continuously present only new knowledge to 
students, without providing enough subsequent opportunities for assimilation and 
consolidation of that knowledge. In school-based learning, students need repeated 
opportunities to retrieve and restructure their knowledge of the target language (Lyster, 
Saito, & Sato, 2013, p.13)”.  
 
2.1.8 Sociocultural Theory   
Sociocultural theory questions cognitive interactionists’ practice of finding the 
most effective CF strategy, arguing that the ideal CF that works with one learner may not 
work at all with another learner, so the best CF is the one that caters to a learner’s 
developmental level, as what Vygotsky (1978) proposed in his Zone of Proximal 
Development theory (Aljaafreh & Lantolf, 1994). As Sheen mentioned in 2012, although 
it is great to consider learner individual factors in CF research, the practicability of 
offering individually tailored CF in language classrooms is questionable. In this study, we 
will examine how individual differences moderate the effect of CF, in order to understand 
how to use CF more effectively to achieve the best learning outcome.  
 
2.1.9 Summary of CF theories 
Overall, these theories have offered differing views about the role that CF plays in 
language acquisition. While UG-based theories do not consider CF to be important in 
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developing learners’ implicit knowledge (i.e. language competence), interaction and 
cognitive theories regard CF as a pivotal tool in language acquisition. Although different 
hypotheses favor different types of CF, together they convey important issues not only 
for CF, but also for the nature of second language learning, such as the type of evidence 
needed for language acquisition, and whether metalinguistic information and practice 
would be necessary for linguistic development.  
 
2.3 Pedagogical Need for Corrective Feedback 
2.3.1 Fundamental questions in error correction  
Corrective feedback has been a hot topic in language pedagogy for over half a 
century. Teachers, who deal with students’ errors on a daily basis, need to have a 
principled approach to treat students’ errors. Hendrickson’s (1978) five fundamental 
questions in error correction are still the most important questions to ask, which are: (1) 
should learners’ errors be corrected?; (2) when should learners’ errors be corrected?; (3) 
which errors should be corrected?; (4) how should errors be corrected?; (5) who should 
do the correcting?  
In regard to the first question, there is a growing consensus in correcting oral 
errors. According to the oral CF literature and recent meta-analyses, teachers’ feedback to 
errors significantly helps the learner to learn the target L2, and the learning results are 
maintained over a span of time (Lyster & Saito, 2010; Li, 2010; Yang & Lyster, 2010). In 
addition to the acquisitional value of oral CF, students actually wish to be corrected and 
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highly value specific comments from the teacher (Leki, 1991; Hedgcock & Lefkowitz, 
1994), a fact that both Hendrickson (1978) and Lasagabaster et al. (2005) have noticed 
from previous surveys.  
The second question deals with the long-time debate on whether oral errors 
should be corrected immediately or be delayed until later. Immediate correction helps the 
learner to attend to the linguistic form while focusing on meaning, but it runs the risk of 
hurting fluency and raising a negative affective response. Sheen (2012) suggested that 
teachers should make decisions in accordance with the goal of the instructional activity 
(i.e. accuracy or fluency).   
It needs to be noted that most empirical oral CF studies prefer immediate 
correction, because it offers the “window of opportunity” (Doughty, 2001) for the learner 
to match the linguistic form with meaning when he is actively searching for a way to 
express his ideas and is provided this opportunity by hearing the teacher’s feedback. This 
view is supported by a recent study by Li, Ellis, and Shu (2016), in which the researchers 
investigated the differential effects of immediate and delayed feedback on Chinese 
English EFL learners’ acquisition of past passive structure. They found that immediate 
correction benefitted both low-proficiency and high-proficiency learners, while delayed 
correction only helped high-proficiency learners.  
As to the third question, methodologists, such as Hendrickson himself (1978), 
have all emphasized selective error correction, suggesting that errors that are global, 
stigmatizing, frequently occurring, and treatable should receive primary attention from 
the teacher.  In empirical research that we will review in the next section, we will see that 
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most studies indeed used intensive feedback on one or two linguistic targets to bring 
about a change in learners’ acquisition of the target structures.  
The fourth question, “how errors should be corrected”, is still under heated 
debate. Whereas cognitive SLA researchers are in search of the most effective type(s) of 
corrective feedback, sociocultural theorists advocate for individually-oriented CF. Putting 
theoretical disagreement aside, CF researchers (Lyster, Saito & Sato, 2013; Sheen, 2012) 
indicated that teacher’s provision of CF is often inconsistent and inaccurate, which raises 
the red flag that teachers need to be trained on error correction practice.  
The fifth question, “who should do the oral error correction” is also interesting. In 
theory, teachers should correct L2 learners’ errors; in reality, teachers are reported to be 
reluctant or at best inconsistent in providing CF (Schulz, 2001). Research indicated that 
even though teachers perceive providing CF or a certain type of CF will facilitate 
grammar instruction, they still hesitate in providing CF, due to such concerns as 
interrupting the flow of conversation, and raising the affective filter (i.e. inducing 
anxiety, hurting motivation, etc.) (Yoshida, 2008; Jean & Simard, 2011; Brown, 2009; 
Lasagabaster & Sierra, 2005; Schulz, 2001).   
Teachers’ inconsistent practice of CF is in sharp contrast with learners’ beliefs 
and needs. Past studies indicated that learners generally welcome CF. They want their 
grammatical errors to be corrected, especially students who are learning a foreign 
language in the FL context (Schulz 2001; Jean & Simard, 2011; Brown, 2009; Loewen et 
al., 2009; Lasagabaster & Sierra, 2005). 
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2.3.2 Summary of the pedagogical need of CF  
In this section we reviewed Hendrickson’s five fundamental questions for error 
correction. Although we have answers to some questions, for instance, errors should be 
corrected immediately, and the most damaging and global errors should receive intense 
treatment consistently, we still need to examine how to correct errors to help learners’ 
language development.  
 
2.4 Empirical Studies on Corrective Feedback 
2.4.1 Introduction 
To provide a context for my study, I will start this section by reviewing the role of 
recasts and metalinguistic feedback in SLA, and then move on to descriptive studies and 
a number of key experimental studies that inform the design of this dissertation.  
2.4.2 Empirical corrective feedback research  
2.4.2.1 The role of recasts and metalinguistic feedback in SLA 
Recasts and metalinguistic feedback are the two methods that are favored by both 
language teachers and researchers. Supporters for implicit input-providing CF (i.e. 
recasts) insist that students learn best by hearing the teacher recasting the error when they 
are actively searching for correct ways to express their ideas during communication 
breakdowns (Long, 1996). It provides the perfect “window of opportunity” (Doughty, 
2001) for learning to take place. In addition, recasting an error neither interrupts the flow 
of conversation, nor threatens learners’ face.  
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Proponents for explicit output-prompting CF (four kinds of prompts), in contrast, 
argue that prompts make the error more salient, offering a longer time-out for students to 
retrieve previous learned knowledge and make the efforts to correct the error on their 
own. Metalinguistic feedback, in particular, is argued to be the most useful among the 
four because it indicates the location and nature of the error, reminds the learner of the 
grammatical rule, and pushes the learner to self-repair (Ellis et al, 2006; Reed, 2012; 
Sheen, 2011). Another claimed advantage for prompts is that when teachers withhold the 
correct form but push learners to self-correct, they give learners the opportunity to 
reanalyze the L2 knowledge that they have grasped conceptually but are not yet 
producing spontaneously, which helps them to move from knowing the explicit 
declarative grammar knowledge to internalizing the knowledge (DeKeyser, 2007; Lyster, 
2013). However, more explicit CF may be more face threatening which may lead to the 
rising of the affective filter (Krashen, 1982).  
Although there is growing consensus on the facilitating role that CF plays in L2 
acquisition (as indicated in recent meta-analyses of CF studies by Li 2010, Lyster & Saito 
2010), a substantial number of studies in the laboratory and classroom settings 
investigating different CF strategies and their impact on acquisition have shown different 
results.  
First, classroom observational studies reported that recast was the most employed 
method of correction across instructional settings, but it triggered different rates of uptake 
(i.e. students’ responses to CF) from the students (Ellis, 2001; Lyster & Ranta, 1997; 
Panova & Lyster, 2002; Sheen, 2004).  
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The series of classroom-based observational studies started with Lyster and 
Ranta’s (1997) seminal study that examined the types of corrective feedback and learner 
uptake in French immersion classrooms. They found that the most common type of CF 
recasts (55% of all feedback) produced the least amount of uptake (40%) and repair 
(13%), while elicitation (15%) produced a higher amount of uptake (100%) and repair 
(73%). Lyster and Ranta (2002) continued to investigate patterns of CF and uptake in 
Adult ESL classrooms, and had similar findings. Recasts as the most used CF only 
generated 40% of uptake. In contrast, other output-prompting CF produced much higher 
rates of uptake (e.g. clarification request 100%, elicitation 100%, and metalinguistic 
feedback 71%). Lyster and his colleagues argued that language learners would benefit 
more from being pushed to retrieve knowledge and make self-repair than just hearing the 
correct form in input.  
Conducted in a New Zealand ESL setting and a Korean EFL setting respectively, 
Ellis (2001) and Sheen’s (2004) studies provided conflicting results on the efficacy of 
recasts in generating learner uptake. Recasts were still the teachers’ favorite feedback 
strategy, however, students in the New Zealand ESL study produced 73% uptake, and the 
Korean EFL learners had an uptake rate of 80%.  
Lyster and his colleagues interpreted the low rate in the Canadian setting as 
learners’ failure in noticing the corrective force of the recasts. In other words, recasts 
were not salient enough for learners to notice. If that holds true, the New Zealand ESL 
and Korean EFL data have provided counterexamples to this claim. Sheen (2004) 
attributed the different uptake rate in the four observational studies to learner differences 
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and contextual factors. Both the New Zealand ESL and Korean EFL learners are highly 
educated adults who were trained to attend to form, while the French immersion and 
Canadian ESL classes were comprised of children and less-educated adults who may put 
more emphasis on meaning instead of the accuracy of linguistic forms. Taken together, 
the observational studies informed us that CF efficacy relies on its saliency, and may also 
be moderated by learner readiness and contextual factors.  
Second, some studies have lent support to the active role that recasts play in 
learners’ restructuring of the second language (L2) knowledge. Han (2002) discovered 
that adult English learners had better performance in tense consistency in their written 
and oral narrations after eight pedagogical recasts sessions with the researcher in the 
laboratory setting. Loewen & Philp (2006) investigated the characteristics, explicitness, 
and effectiveness of recasts in 12 adult ESL classrooms. They concluded that recasts with 
explicit linguistic characteristics, such as stress, declarative or interrogative intonation, 
shortened length, etc., led to more successful uptake and increased accuracy in test 
scores.  
These two studies again raise the issue of saliency when providing recasts. In the 
laboratory setting, corrective feedback is usually very salient, meaning that what is 
provided by the researcher to the learner in one-to-one interaction is likely to be noted by 
the learner. Also, recasts can be very explicit, if delivered with stress, a different 
intonation or length.  
Finally, other classroom-based studies generally found prompts more beneficial 
than recasts. Lyster (2004) investigated the differential effects of prompts and recasts in 
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form-focused instruction on the acquisition of French grammatical gender. Eight classes 
(a total of 179) of fifth-grade students were randomly assigned to 4 groups, namely 
recast, prompts, no feedback, and no form-focused instruction groups. He found that 
form-focused instruction, which was designed to help students to notice the rule-based 
representation between particular noun endings and appropriate gender attribution, was 
more effective when combined with prompts than recasts in helping fifth-grade students 
assign grammatical gender in French. Lyster also pointed out that prompts enabled the 
learners to acquire this rule-based representation while they proceduralized the emerging 
target forms.  
Ellis, Loewen & Erlam (2006) also found that metalinguistic feedback was overall 
more beneficial than recasts on low-intermediate ESL students’ learning of regular past 
tense. Thirty-four students were randomly assigned to the implicit CF, explicit CF, and 
no feedback group. The treatment groups received recasts (implicit) or metalinguistic 
explanation (explicit) to their past tense errors during two communicative tasks. Learner 
acquisition was measured by an oral imitation task and an untimed grammaticality 
judgment test with a pretest-posttest-delayed posttest format. The oral imitation task 
measures learners’ implicit knowledge, and the untimed grammaticality judgment test 
measures the explicit knowledge. The results showed that metalinguistic explanation 
benefitted both implicit and explicit knowledge development. This study is one of the few 
studies to include communicative tasks and measures for both implicit and explicit 
knowledge. However, the treatment amounted to a total of 1 hour in a span of two 
consecutive days, which is too short to see the lasting effects of CF.  
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Another study that presented supporting evidence of metalinguistic feedback was 
Sheen (2011), which showed that metalinguistic feedback was more effective in ESL 
learners’ acquisition of English articles. Sheen’s study used a quasi-experimental design 
with a pretest-posttest-delayed posttest structure. Participants were 99 intermediate level 
ESL students from a community college in the US, who were randomly assigned to a 
recast group, metalinguistic group, and control group.  Treatment groups went through 
two 30–40 minutes narrative tasks and the CF treatment in a span of two weeks. The 
control group did not do the task and did not receive any feedback. Acquisition was 
measured by a speeded dictation test, a writing test, and an error correction test. Sheen 
found that students in the metalinguistic group were performing better than those in the 
recast and control groups in identifying the focus of the study, which indicates that they 
have noticed the gap between their L2 and the target form, and acted on improving their 
use of English articles.   
A drawback in Sheen’s study is the definition of “metalinguistic feedback”, which 
is operationalized as providing a metalinguistic comment, along with the correct form. 
This blurs the line between recasts and traditional metalinguistic feedback, since 
normally metalinguistic feedback withholds the correct form and pushes students to self-
repair.  
These contrasting results suggest that future examination of the relative effects of 
different types of implicit and explicit CF is necessary, especially in the classroom 
setting, where teachers prefer to use recasts but prompts may be more beneficial to 
promote L2 development.  
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Limitations of previous studies: The implementation of CF  
It is hard to generalize the effectiveness of varying types of CF because of the 
way they were operationalized. First, as indicated in Loewen and Philp’s (2006) study, 
although recasts were generally investigated as an implicit CF, recasts could be more 
explicit when they were short, stressed, and offered with a rising tone. Second, what 
constitutes prompts in the literature also varies enormously. Researchers used “prompts”, 
“declarative request”, “repetition”, “elicitation”, “metalinguistic feedback”, or any 
combination of these explicit CF strategies in their studies (Sheen, 2011; Yang & Lyster, 
2010; Li, 2010). They fail to mention that the degree of the explicitness of these prompts 
varies as well—clarification request, elicitation and repetition can only indicate the 
existence of an error; whereas metalinguistic feedback provides additional information 
about the locus and usage of the target structure, which may stimulate learners’ memory, 
so that they can recall the rule and repair the error. As the most studied type of prompts, 
metalinguistic feedback has different versions of an operational definition – some regard 
it as providing linguistic comments but withhold the correct form (Ellis, Loewen, & 
Erlam, 2006), while some consider it as providing the correct form with linguistic 
comments (Sheen, 2011). Future research needs to make a clearer operational definition 
of the CF types to address this gap.  
In this study, I used metalinguistic prompts to make things more clear. The 
definition of metalinguistic prompts could be found in Section 1.2.2 in Chapter 1, and we 
will briefly reiterate it here. Basically speaking, the metalinguistic prompts used in this 
study withheld the correct form, pushed learners to produce modified L2 forms, and 
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provided a succinct metalinguistic message that could link back to the instructional 
language.  
Limitations of previous studies: Testing of implicit and explicit knowledge 
Another step towards future investigation is to incorporate the measurement of 
implicit knowledge.  Past studies mainly used grammaticality judgment tests, sentence 
completion, picture prompted tests, and translation tests, which all favored the use of 
explicit knowledge as they did not require fast online processing of the target grammar 
(Ellis, 2005). We need studies that measure the acquisition of both explicit and implicit 
knowledge, as it is the goal of language instruction and output-pushing CF to convert 
declarative (explicit) knowledge to procedural (implicit) knowledge. As will be 
mentioned in Chapter 3, this dissertation used a timed oral communicative task to 
measure implicit knowledge and an untimed error correction task to measure explicit 
knowledge.  
2.4.2.2 CF effectiveness in relation to individual differences (ID)  
Aptitude has long been a focus of individual differences studies. The earliest 
endeavor to predict one’s potential success in learning a foreign language was realized 
through the Modern Language Aptitude Test (MLAT), which was designed by John 
Caroll and Stanley Sapon in 1959. In Caroll’s four-factor aptitude model, he stated that 
aptitude consists of four components, namely, the phonetic coding ability, grammatical 
sensitivity, inductive language learning ability, and associate memory.  Following 
Caroll’s work, Skehan is the main scholar who studies the relationship between L1 and 
L2 abilities in the area of aptitude.  
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As Skehan (1989) and Gardner (1985) stated, learner attributes, such as aptitude 
and motivation, are the primary predictors of L2 success. The anxiety level that the 
learner experiences in class may also affect the learning results (Gass & Selinker, 1994).  
In recent years, a few researchers investigated how individual differences (ID), such as 
short-term memory, aptitude, attitude, and anxiety, affected students’ responses and 
processing of the teacher’s corrective feedback (Mackey et al, 2002; Sheen, 2011).   
In the same quasi-experimental study, Sheen (2011) also investigated how three 
ID variables, including aptitude (in the form of language analytical ability), attitudes, and 
anxiety moderate the effects of recasts and metalinguistic feedback on ESL learners’ 
acquisition of English articles. She found that students with better language analytical 
abilities and positive attitudes towards CF benefit more from the explicit explanation of 
article use in the metalinguistic group, whereas students’ aptitude and attitude did not 
matter in the recast group because students simply did not notice teachers’ recasts of their 
errors most of the time. As to anxiety, students who experienced high levels of anxiety 
performed worse than those with lower levels of anxiety in the metalinguistic group, 
because metalinguistic feedback requires the learner to process the linguistic rule and 
draw knowledge from short term memory with time pressure, so highly anxious students 
cannot benefit from the rule reminder. On the other hand, anxiety did not affect students 
in the recast group, mainly because of the non-face-threatening and unobtrusive feature 
of recasts.  
Other studies (Ammar & Spada, 2006; Li, Ellis, & Shu, 2016) have found that 
students’ proficiency levels could also affect their learning results. In Ammar and 
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Spada’s study, when students were learning 3rd-person possessive determiners his and 
her, students with higher proficiency benefitted equally from prompts and recasts, 
whereas students with lower proficiency learned more through prompts but not recasts.  
Similarly, Li and his colleagues found that learners with high-proficiency learned the past 
passive structure equally well no matter whether they received immediate or delayed 
feedback, but students with lower proficiency could only benefit from immediate 
feedback.  
In sum, although the limited number and magnitude of these studies cannot create 
a full picture of the relationship between CF effectives and ID factors, they suggest the 
mediating role that ID may play on the effects of CF strategies, and the necessity to 
consider ID as a mediating factor in future CF studies.  
2.4.2.3 CF effectiveness in relation to target structures  
 Previous studies mainly investigated how CF affects the grammatical accuracy of 
rule-governed linguistic features in relatively inflection and gender rich alphabetic 
languages—for example, past tense verb ending -ed in Loewen et al. (2006), Yang & 
Lyster (2010), and Reed (2012), tense consistency in Han (2002), 3rd person possessive 
determiner his and her in Ammar and Spada (2006), articles a and the in Sheen (2011), 
and French gender assignment in Lyster (2004), etc. Focusing on one linguistic feature 
enables researchers to track students’ progress and measure the effects of CF on the target 
form before, during, and after the treatment. However, such highly focused CF cannot 
inform us about the efficacy of CF in non-alphabetic languages that do not have 
morphological changes to reflect tense, person, or gender features. Chinese, for example, 
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is such a language that does not have any word-ending inflections. To prove the 
effectiveness of CF in non-alphabetic languages, future research needs to expand to 
linguistic features that can be measured and tracked in such languages.    
 In addition, at least two studies have found that whether prompts or recasts are 
more effective depends on the target linguistic structures. Ellis (2007) compared the 
differential effects of recasts and metalinguistic feedback on the acquisition of two target 
structures (past tense –ed and comparative –er) in terms of explicit and implicit 
knowledge. He used a quasi-experimental design involving pretest, posttest, and delayed 
posttest. Three classes of ESL (n=34) students at the lower intermediate level were 
randomly assigned to recast, metalinguistic, and control group. The treatment took place 
in two days and totaled one hour, in which students were asked to retell stories based on a 
given picture. Students’ acquisition was measured by an untimed grammatical judgment 
test, a metalinguistic test, and an oral imitation task. He found an immediate effect for the 
comparative –er, and a delayed effect for past tense –ed in the metalinguistic group. 
Recasts were not effective on either structure. Ellis pointed out that the short treatment 
time (1 hour) may not be enough to bring about a change in the recast group.  
Yang and Lyster (2010) carried out a quasi-experimental study in the Chinese 
EFL context that compared recasts with prompts provided during form-focused 
production activities on regular and irregular English past tense. The 1st target structure 
regular past tense is a rule-based linguistic structure, while the 2nd structure irregular past 
tense is exemplar-based. 72 Chinese EFL students in three classes were randomly 
assigned to a prompt, recast, and control group. All groups received form-focused 
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instruction, but only the treatment groups received corrective feedback on their errors in 
past tense use. The results suggested that prompts were more effective in generating 
increased accuracy in the use of regular past tense, but both prompts and recasts had 
similar effects on improving learners’ use of irregular past tense. Yang argued that 
prompts helped learners to gain greater control over an already acquired form (regular 
past tense), whereas recasts were effective in providing examples of relatively new 
linguistic forms (irregular past tense).  
Moreover, past CF research mainly investigated morpho-syntactic features at the 
lexical level. More complicated errors, such as scrambled word order at the sentence 
level, have not been addressed.  In real communication, a person who leaves out 3rd 
person singular ending –s may be understood, but arranging words in a wrong order may 
cause communication problems. Errors in word order, according to Powell (1975, p.12), 
are perhaps “the most serious threat to communication,” yet how to treat errors in word 
order cannot be inferred from previous studies.  
To address this gap, Chinese wh-questions and classifiers may serve as good 
candidates in bridging our limited understanding of how CF works at the sentence level 
and whether CF has similar effects for linguistic targets with varying complexity. To be 
specific, wh-questions remain in-situ in Chinese, whereas in English they are fronted to 
the sentence initial position. Owing to this contrasting syntactic representation between 
Chinese and English, the acquisition of wh-questions, especially at the object, attributive, 
and adverbial positions, poses a particular challenge to beginning CFL learners, who tend 
to follow the English word order in producing Chinese wh-questions.  
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A classifier in Chinese is a word that denotes the characteristics of the associating 
noun. It must occur with a number, a demonstrative, or certain quantifiers before the 
noun. Beginning CFL learners tend to drop classifiers or overuse the general classifier ge 
in their production of noun phrases.  
Wh-question is a rule-governed syntactic feature but classifier is a lexical 
exemplar-based feature, thus providing feedback to wh-question errors will be at the 
syntactic level, while offering feedback to classifier errors will be at the lexical level. 
Since the grammatical rule and linguistic computation is much simpler for classifier 
compared to wh-questions, it will be interesting to see whether recasts and prompts have 
differential effects on the acquisition of these two structures. Please note that although the 
number of classifiers would surpass that of wh-questions in the real world, in the 
beginning Chinese classes in this study, students only learned 4 classifiers during the 
treatment period.  
As a result, a study that investigates the effects of CF on acquiring wh-question 
formation and classifiers in Chinese will not only contribute to L2 learning theories, but 
also benefit learners of Chinese in their acquisition of these complex structures.  
2.4.2.4 CF effectiveness in relation to contexts 
As mentioned in the previous section, almost all CF studies were conducted in 
English and French speaking contexts. Until now, there has been no systematic studying 
of corrective feedback in the CFL field, especially in the classroom setting. One possible 
reason is that Chinese is a less commonly taught language in the U.S. school system, and 
it did not gain its popularity until the last decade. Research in teaching Chinese as a 
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foreign language, accordingly, lacks in quantity compared to other common taught 
foreign languages.  
However, past research has suggested that the effectiveness of CF varies 
according to instructional contexts (Sheen, 2004; Lyster & Mori, 2006), so CF studies in 
the field of CFL will help complete the picture of feedback effectiveness across different 
instructional settings.  
What makes this task more urgent is the substantial increase in the number of 
people who are learning Chinese both in America and around the world. Statistics suggest 
that worldwide over 260,000 people are learning Chinese at 282 Confucius Institutes in 
about 90 countries and regions in 2009 (Hanban, 2010). In the United States the 
proportion of elementary and high schools offering Chinese rose from 0.3 to 3 percent 
from 1997 to 2008 (Center for Applied Linguistics, 2008).  In 2015, U.S. President 
Obama initiated the 1 million Strong Program, which aims to grow US Mandarin Chinese 
learning to 1 million by the year of 2020.  
Lastly, from a pedagogical perspective, it is important to examine the effects of 
CF in the CFL classroom context. Findings from laboratory studies that investigate one-
on-one interaction could not be applied directly to classrooms where a teacher interacts 
with the whole class. As Ellis et al. (2006) said, “ecological validity can only be achieved 
through classroom-based research”. It follows that the effects of CF on Chinese wh-
questions and classifiers can only be attained in the CFL classrooms, where the goal of 
instruction is to convert explicit knowledge to implicit knowledge through form-focused 
instruction and practice.  
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2.4.2.5 Summary of empirical studies 
This section examined the empirical research that informed the design of this study. 
Recasts and metalinguistic prompts engage learners in different modes of processing, and 
their effects on acquisition could be further moderated by linguistic, contextual, and 
individual difference factors.  
 
2.5 Revisiting Research Questions 
We will conclude this chapter by revising the research questions. Building on the 
theoretical argument that recasts and prompts engage learners in different modes of 
processing (DeKeyser, 2007; Lyster, 2013; Long, 1996), as well as empirical studies that 
suggest that linguistic targets (Ellis, 2007; Yang & Lyster, 2010) and individual 
differences (Sheen, 2011) may moderate the effects of CF, the following research 
questions are addressed: 
1. Do recasts have differential effects on the acquisition of Chinese wh-questions 
and classifiers? 
2. Do metalinguistic prompts have differential effects on the acquisition of 
Chinese wh-questions and classifiers?  
3. Which corrective feedback strategy, namely, recasts or metalinguistic prompts, 
is more effective in facilitating the acquisition of Chinese wh-questions and 
classifiers? 
4. Do learners’ language analytic abilities moderate the effect of corrective 
feedback? 
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5. Do learners’ attitudes moderate the effect of corrective feedback? 
6. Does learners’ anxiety moderate the effect of corrective feedback? (in other 
words, did CF induce language anxiety?)  
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Chapter 3 Methodology 
 
This chapter introduces how this study was carried out, including a description of 
participants, operational definitions of recasts and metalinguistic prompts, treatment, data 
collection and data sources, and the data analysis procedure.  
 
3.1 Participants  
The study was conducted in a public university on the East Coast of the United 
States. The participants were one Chinese teacher (the researcher) and 50 students in her 
two beginning level Chinese classes. The school classifies all of the students as 
“beginning” according to their language learning experience. Those students who speak 
English as their first language and have not learned Mandarin Chinese before taking the 
class were included in the study. Heritage students who speak a dialect of Chinese but do 
not read and write Chinese were also allowed to enroll in the class, but their data were 
excluded from the analysis. In addition, students who speak English as their L1 and had 
studied Chinese in high school for a period of time were considered case-by-case: if the 
pretest scores indicated they had only partially acquired wh-questions and classifiers, 
they would be included as subjects in the study. Due to these inclusion/ exclusion criteria, 
the actual number of student participants was reduced to 25. The recast group had 12 
students, and the metalinguistic prompt group had 13 students.  
 The teacher/ researcher is a Chinese native who is a doctoral candidate with 5 
years of Chinese teaching experience at the time of the experiment. She taught both 
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classes with the same instructional materials, but provided recasts to errors concerning 
wh-questions and classifiers in one class, and offered metalinguistic prompts to such 
errors in the other class. 
 
3.2 Operationalizations 
Corrective feedback was only employed after the concept of wh-questions and 
classifiers had been introduced in class, and the instructor had checked students’ 
understanding of both structures.  
3.2.1. Recasts 
Recast was operationalized as a teacher’s partial or full reformulation of a 
student’s erroneous sentence without changing the original meaning of the student’s 
utterance. Examples (1) and (2) illustrate the use of recasts.  
(1) A full recast to a wh-question error 
       Student: * Shénme māma xiǎng chī? 
            * what    mom   want   eat 
                         (What does mom want to eat?) 
       Teacher:   Māma xiǎng chī shénme?  
  mom   want  eat  what 
  (What does mom want to eat?) 
 (2) A partial recast to a classifier error 
Student: * Wǒ  yǒu    yì                                jiějie.  
        *I    have  one-(CL) (missing classifier)  older sister 
       (I have one older sister.) 
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             Teacher:   Yí   ge     jiějie. 
        one-CL   older sister 
       (One older sister.) 
 To maximally contrast from metalinguistic prompts, the teacher’s recasts were 
delivered without emphasis of the target form. The teacher did not frown or give out 
paralinguistic signals when hearing students’ errors; instead, she addressed all errors with 
a firm voice and a smile on her face.  
3.2.2. Metalinguistic prompts 
Metalinguistic prompt was operationalized as a teacher’s provision of a 
metalinguistic clue that was linked to the previous instructional language, in order to 
trigger learners’ retrieval of the declarative L2 knowledge. The teacher withheld the 
correct form and pushed learners to self-correct. This study chose to investigate the effect 
of metalinguistic feedback because it is the most efficient prompt that a teacher can 
provide in the classroom. As Reed (2012) indicated, “ in one transactional move, 
[metalinguistic prompt] explicitly indicates that an error occurred, indicates the locus and 
nature of the error, directs the learner to relevant, stored, explicit knowledge, and requires 
self-repair (p.171, brackets added).” Other prompts, such as repetition, elicitation, and 
clarification requests will potentially need more than one transactional move, thus will be 
more obtrusive and may be a less efficient use of class time. 
Specifically, metalinguistic prompts were employed as the most succinct and 
unobtrusive language of instruction used to elicit tell-backs and uptake with repair (Reed 
& Michaud, 2011). Examples (3) to (6) exemplify the use of metalinguistic prompts, 
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which became increasingly clipped and shorter as the semester continued as shown by 
examples (4) to (6). 
 (3) Metalinguistic prompts to a classifier error (long) 
 Student: * Wǒ  yǒu    yì                               jiějie.  
      *   I    have one-(CL) (missing classifier)  older sister 
       (I have one older sister.) 
Teacher:   You need a measure word between a number and a noun.   
(Note: measure word is widely used in textbooks to refer to classifiers.) 
  
(4) Metalinguistic prompts to a wh-question error (long) 
Student: * Shénme  māma   xiǎng   hē ?     
                    *what     mom    want   drink 
                   (What does mom want to drink?) 
  Teacher:   The wh-word appears where the answer would be.  
 
(5) Metalinguistic prompts to a wh-question error (shorter) 
Student: * Nǎ        ge    diànyǐng   nǐ   xiǎng   kàn?      
                                       *which   CL   movie    you  want   watch   
                   (Which movie do you want to watch?) 
  Teacher:  wh-question, statement order 
 
(6) Metalinguistic prompts to a wh-question error (short) 
Student: * Zài  nǎr    nǐ   gōngzuò? 
                   at  where you work 
                  (Where do you work?) 
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  Teacher:   wh-question 
As mentioned in the first two chapters, metalinguistic feedback may be face-
threatening and intimidating. Considering students’ characteristics in the urban university 
environment where the research took place, metalinguistic prompts were given with the 
least amount of linguistic jargon in terms of language, accompanied by an encouraging 
smile and conversational tone from the teacher in terms of implementation, as suggested 
by Professor A. Des Forges (personal communication, May 25, 2013).   
 
3.3 Treatment Procedure  
3.3.1 Phase One: Teaching wh-questions and classifiers 
At the beginning of the study, two classes received the same instruction on wh-
questions and classifiers with the aid of the same PowerPoint slides. The PPT guided 
students step-by-step to understand the position of Chinese wh-questions and the 
obligatory contexts for using classifiers, providing several examples in different contexts, 
and explaining the usage in detail. To make sure that students understood the 
grammatical rules of wh-questions and classifiers, the teacher asked students to restate 
the rules at the end of the teaching period. Following the practice in Vanderwood and 
Nam’s (2007) article, we refer to students’ restatement of grammatical rules as “tell-
backs” in this dissertation. 
The sample language of instruction is shown below. Students were expected to 
tell back the sentence in quotation marks after the instruction. Being able to verbalize the 
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rule of classifiers and wh-words usage revealed that students had conceptually grasped 
the concept of these rule-governed grammar items. 
Instructions for wh-question use: 
“The wh-word appears where the answer should be.” 
–English and Chinese wh-questions are different. 
–In English, wh-questions use a question-like word order. 
–In Chinese, wh-questions use a statement-like word order. 
–In English, the “wh-word” is fronted; it appears at the start of the sentence. 
–In Chinese, the “wh-word” remains in place; it appears where the answer should       
be. 
–So, English and Chinese wh-questions are different. 
–In Chinese wh-questions, use a statement word order. 
“The wh-word appears where the answer should be.” 
 
In popular textbooks, classifiers are usually referred to as measure words, so the 
teacher’s explanation of classifier use followed the term used in the textbook.  
Instructions for classifier use:  
 “A measure word is used between a number or demonstrative and a noun.”  
 –In English, you can say one older brother, three younger sisters, and this girl.  
–In Chinese, you need to insert a measure word between the number and the noun 
to define the quantity of the noun. In a sense, the measure word measures how 
many counts of the noun that you are referring to. So you will say yí ge gēge, 
one count of older brother; sān ge mèimei, three counts of younger sisters. 
–You also need to insert a measure word between demonstratives such as "this" 
and "that" and a noun to identify a specific object. For example, you will say 
zhè ge nǚ háizi, this girl.  
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–Different nouns may require different measure words, because a measure word 
usually tells us the feature of a noun. For instance, we use yí ge rén (one person) 
but sān zhāng zhàopiàn (three photos). 
“A measure word is used between a number or demonstrative and a noun” 
3.3.2 Phase Two: Treatment  
After the initial concepts of wh-questions and classifiers were established, both 
groups then continued with the same instructional materials from the Integrated Chinese 
textbook dialogues and exercises. A total of 4 treatment sessions, each lasting 
approximately 20–25 minutes, occurred in a span of 5 weeks, with each treatment taking 
place after the students finished learning one new dialogue.  
The design of the treatment followed form-focused instruction, which refers to 
“any planned or incidental instructional activity that is intended to induce language 
learners to pay attention to linguistic form” (Ellis, 2001, p.1–2). The main purpose for the 
form-focused instruction is to create communicative tasks that would provide ample 
opportunities for L2 learners to practice the target grammar. Creating ample practice 
opportunities is particularly important for this study, because in a typical classroom, most 
questions are asked by teachers, which leaves students little chance to practice their 
question technique. In other words, corrective feedback to incidental erroneous question 
formation may not be sufficiently frequent to bring about a change. 
To solve this problem, the study used two question-and-answer activities to 
trigger the two target structures. While the teacher guided students through the question-
and-answer process, the teacher provided recasts to wh- and classifier errors in the recast 
group, and offered metalinguistic prompts to such errors in the metalinguistic prompts 
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group. The recast group had 12 participants and 13 heritage learners, while the 
metalinguistic group had 13 participants and 12 heritage learners. During the question 
and answer activities, the teacher purposefully directed participants (not the heritage 
students) in each treatment group to ask the wh-questions.  
Question-and-answer activity In a span of 5 weeks, students in both classes were 
asked to retell the content of four newly learned dialogues by asking each other the “who, 
when, where, what, and how” questions. Use of classifiers was also triggered during this 
question-and-answer activity. For example, Lesson 3 Dialogue 1 talks about Bái Yīng’ài 
taking Gāo Wénzhōng out to eat on his birthday (Gāo Wénzhōng and Bái Yīng’ài are two 
characters in the textbook). Students were guided to ask the questions as shown by Table 
1 (see next page).  
After recapping the dialogue in this way, the instructor created a new 
communicative task with a similar context, which continued to stimulate students’ use of 
the target structures and allowed the teacher to provide feedback on the target errors. For 
instance, in the second question-and-answer activity designed for the above-mentioned 
dialogue, the teacher told students that one of her friends was celebrating her birthday, 
which led students to ask questions similar to questions (1) to (5) in Table 3.1. Then she 
showed students a picture of the dinner table with different dishes and had students make 
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Table 3.1 An example of the question-and-answer activity 
Elicited questions Target structures 
1) When is Gao Wenzhong’s birthday? 
2) How old is he this year? 
3) What kind of cuisine does he prefer to eat? 
4) Which day of the week will Gao Wenzhong eat 
dinner with Bai Ying’ai? 
5) What time on Thursday will they meet? 
 
(The teacher will show a picture from the textbook.) 
 
6) How many dishes are they eating?  
 
(The teacher will guide students to count the number 
of dishes by saying one dish, two dishes, etc.) 
 
7) What is this dish?  
8) What is that dish?  
9) How many people are eating? 
1) When (jǐ yuè jǐ hào) 
2) How old (duō dà) 
3) What cuisine (shénme cài) 
4) Which day of the week 
(xīngqī jǐ) 




6) How many (jǐ), CL (gè) 
 
            CL (gè) 
 
 
7) What (shénme), CL (gè) 
8) What (shénme), CL (gè) 
9) How many (jǐ), CL (gè) 
 
In addition to the planned obligatory contexts where wh-questions and classifiers 
were elicited and feedback on wh-errors was provided, incidental target structure errors 
that occurred in other language exercises were also addressed by the teacher with either 
recasts or metalinguistic prompts respectively in the two classes.  
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3.4 Data Sources 
In order to determine how recasts and metalinguistic prompts affect the 
acquisition of Chinese wh-questions and classifiers, two data sources were collected: (1) 
transcriptions of classroom correction feedback episodes, and (2) scores of pretests, 
posttests, and delayed posttests from the oral production tasks and untimed error 
correction tests.  In order to examine how individual differences moderate the effects of 
CF, the following data sources were obtained: (1) a language analysis test, and  (2) an 
attitude and anxiety questionnaire. Before collecting any of the research data, IRB-
approved consent forms were distributed to all students in class, and everyone agreed to 
participate in the study. 
3.4.1 Transcriptions of classroom corrective feedback episodes  
During the treatment period, all class meetings of both groups were audio-
recorded and analyzed to identify the number of students’ errors in the use of wh-
questions and classifiers, the teacher’s CF moves, and the immediate uptake and repair 
from students in the two groups.  
3.4.2 Oral production tasks and error correction tests  
To measure students’ performance on the accurate use of wh-questions and 
classifiers, both groups took the pretest after the completion of Lesson 2 in the Integrated 
Chinese textbook. At that time, the teacher had already formally introduced the two 
structures and had successfully elicited tell-backs from students. Then treatment lasted 
for 5 weeks. At the end of the treatment, both classes took the posttest. Two weeks after 
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the posttest, the delayed posttest was administered.  
 The pretest and posttest were comprised of two tasks. The first was a spontaneous 
oral production task in the form of a paired dialogue designed to measure implicit 
knowledge. The second was an untimed grammaticality judgment test in order to measure 
explicit knowledge. Ellis (2005) argued for the theoretical grounds of such test formats—
oral production tasks were a measure of students’ implicit knowledge, because students 
were pressured to perform in “real time” and had little time to draw on metalinguistic 
knowledge. On the other hand, the purpose of the untimed grammaticality judgment task 
is to encourage the learner to apply the rules under no time pressure, thus it is a good 
indicator of learners’ explicit knowledge.  
a. Oral production task 
Students’ implicit knowledge was measured by a constrained oral production task 
in the form of paired dialogues. Each pair was given a communicative task that is related 
to materials being studied in class. Student A was given a list of inquiries to elicit 
answers from his/her conversational partner B.  All of the inquiries required the use of 
wh-questions and classifiers, which created the obligatory contexts for the use of target 
structures. Student B was asked to respond based on the provided answers in his/her 
handout.  After student A finished asking all of the questions, A and B switched roles. 
B’s version of the question list elicited the same wh-question words and classifiers, but 
the content of the interaction was slightly altered to prevent students from repeating their 
partner’s sentences.  
Students were given one minute to read the instructions and the situational 
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handout. During the preparation, they were not allowed to consult notes, write down the 
sentences, or ask for help from either the teacher or the conversation partner. After the 
one-minute preparation, students were asked to converse and speak spontaneously 
without hesitation.  
All of the oral production was recorded and later transcribed. In scoring the oral 
production, wh-words were first scored for correct use in the obligatory contexts. This 
score then became the numerator of the ratio whose denominator is the sum of the total 
obligatory contexts. This ratio became the accuracy score for wh-question use. Classifier 
use was calculated similarly.  
b. Untimed error correction task 
For this task, students were asked to judge whether a series of sentences 
containing wh-questions and classifiers were grammatically correct or wrong. Each test 
contained 6 wh-words and 6 classifiers. Distractors, in the form of newly learned 
grammar in the current lesson, were also included. Students were asked to first provide a 
true or false judgment of the grammaticality of each sentence, and then provide a correct 
sentence if they decide that a sentence is wrong. There was no time limit for this task.  
 Grading of the error correction task used the following criteria: 1 point was 
awarded for correct grammaticality judgment and correction; 0.5 point was given for 
correct grammaticality judgment but wrong correction; 0 point was given for wrong 
grammaticality judgment. Similar to the oral production task, the scoring was conducted 
for wh-words and classifiers separately. All scores were then be divided by 6 (the total 
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number of wh-words and classifiers respectively) to produce a ratio that reflects the 
percentage of accuracy.  
3.4.3 Aptitude (Language Analysis) Test 
As Skehan (1989) pointed out, language aptitude is a complex construct, which 
consists of four aspects:  phonemic coding ability, grammatical sensitivity, inductive 
language learning ability, and memory. In this study, because the target structures are 
rule-governed syntactic and lexical features, we only focused on the inductive language 
learning ability, or what Skehan called the “language analytic ability”, which is the 
ability to analyze and apply rules about a language from samples to similar linguistic 
targets. 
 The instrument that I adopted to measure the language analytic ability came from 
Schmitt et al. (2003), and was tested and used in Sheen’s (2011) study (See Appendix 2). 
The test consists of 14 testing items about an artificial language. Students were given a 
list of vocabulary and sample sentences from the artificial language along with their 
English translations. They needed to analyze the grammatical rules of this language and 
then chose the correct translations from the four provided choices for 14 English 
sentences. 
The aptitude test was administered prior to the pretest. In scoring the test, one 
point was given if a student has made a right choice for each sentence. Students could 
earn up to14 points for this language analysis test.  
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3.4.4 Anxiety and attitude questionnaire 
To measure CFL learners’ anxiety and attitude towards CF, a questionnaire 
designed by Sheen (2011) to test ESL learners’ anxiety and attitude towards receiving CF 
on English article use was adapted for this study (See Appendix 3). This questionnaire 
included 34 items that use six-point Likert scales to elicit learners’ feelings and beliefs 
from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree” in the two major content areas—anxiety and 
attitude towards error correction. According to Sheen (2011), the anxiety items measure 
“how anxious the student felt in the classroom and the extent to which they felt afraid of 
participating in class by speaking and asking questions” (p.140). The attitude towards 
error correction items, on the other hand, measure “the degree to which learners were 
disposed to accept error correction and whether they perceived teacher’s correction as 
helpful and important, together with the related issue of their overall attitude towards 
grammatical accuracy” (p. 140).  In adapting this questionnaire for this study, all 
instances that use “English” such as “I spend a lot of energy learning English” in the test 
items were reworded as “Chinese”, as in “I spend a lot of energy learning Chinese”.  
 This questionnaire was administered after the posttest. To calculate each student’s 
score, the total score of each of the two content areas was calculated first, and then the 
total scores for anxiety and attitude were divided by the number of items in each area. As 
a result, each student received two scores for attitude and anxiety.  
 3.4.5 Data collection procedure  
Figure 3.1 demonstrates the data collection procedure in this study (See next 
page). 












































Informed consent form+ Language aptitude test 
Teach Wh-questions and classifiers with the same instructional materials 
Pretests (oral production task & error correction test) 







Posttests (oral production task & error correction test) 
 Attitude and anxiety questionnaire 
Delayed-posttests (oral production task & error correction test) 
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3.5 Data analysis procedure  
Before presenting the data analysis method, we will revisit the research questions 
and the related data sources, which are listed in Table 3.2.  
Table 3.2 Research questions, data sources, and data analysis 
Research Questions Data Sources Data Analysis 
1. Do recasts have differential 
effects on the acquisition of 




Wh-question: oral production 
(2 treatment groups * 3 times) 
 
Wh-question: error correction 
(2 treatment groups* 3 times) 
 
Classifier: oral production      
(2 treatment groups * 3 times) 
 
Classifier: error correction      







2. Do metalinguistic prompts 
have differential effects on the 
acquisition of Chinese wh-
questions and classifiers? 
 
3. Which corrective feedback 
strategy, namely, recasts or 
metalinguistic prompts, is more 
effective in facilitating the 
acquisition of Chinese wh-
questions and classifiers? 
 
4. Do learners’ language 
analytic abilities moderate the 
effect of corrective feedback? 
 
Aptitude test score 
 





5. Do learners’ attitudes 
moderate the effect of 
corrective feedback? 
 
Attitude score from the 
Anxiety and Attitude 
Questionnaire 
 
Posttest and delayed-posttest 
scores  
6. Does learners’ anxiety 
moderate the effect of 
corrective feedback? 
 
Anxiety score from the 
Anxiety and Attitude 
Questionnaire 
 
Posttest and delayed-posttest 
scores 
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To answer the first three questions, a mixed-design ANOVA with repeated-
measures was employed to examine the differences in accuracy scores between the recast 
and metalinguistic prompts group across the three testing times. Regarding the use of wh-
question in oral production, the first repeated-measures ANOVA was used to determine 
(1) whether there are differences between three testing times,  (2) whether there are 
differences between the two treatment conditions, and (3) whether there is a time and 
treatment interaction. The null hypothesis is that the means of the accuracy scores of each 
group across three testing times are the same. In other words, if there is a significant time 
effect, it will inform us there are significant gains or losses from one testing time to 
another. If there is a significant treatment effect, it will tell us one CF type is significantly 
better than the other in facilitating students’ learning of implicit wh-question knowledge. 
If there is a significant time* treatment interaction, it will reveal that the two groups 
perform differently from each other over time.  Tukey’s post-hoc pairwise comparisons 
were computed to isolate where the significant differences lie between the groups.  
Then the next three repeated-measures ANOVA were run to check the time, 
treatment condition, and time*treatment interaction regarding the use of wh-questions in 
error correction, the use of classifiers in oral production, and the use of classifiers in error 
correction. The null hypotheses remain the same—the means of the accuracy scores of 
each group across three testing times are the same. If the null hypotheses are rejected, we 
would then conduct Tukey’s post-hoc comparisons.  
During each SPSS repeated-measure ANOVA statistical analysis, we also 
computed an estimated effect size indicated by the Cohen’s d, which demonstrates the 
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magnitude of different treatments in relation to time difference and group difference in 
contexts where significance is found. Following Yang and Lyster’s (2010) decision, 
effect size in this study was considered as small (<0.20), medium (0.20–0.80), or large 
(>0.80). We checked the effect sizes of recast and metalinguistic prompt groups in the 
conditions listed in Table 3.3 to answer the third research question. A complete table with 
results will be presented in Section 4.2.3.  
 
Table 3.3 Significant within-group time contrasts and magnitude of effect sizes 
Test Recast group Metalinguistic Prompts 
group 
Oral Production wh-question 
  Immediate posttests 
  Delayed posttests  
  
Oral Production classifier 
  Immediate posttests 
  Delayed posttests 
  
Error Correction wh-question 
  Immediate posttests 
  Delayed posttests 
  
Error Correction classifier 
  Immediate posttests 
  Delayed posttests 
  
     
To answer research questions 4 to 6, multiple regression analyses were used to 
examine how much of the variance in students’ posttest and delayed posttest performance 
could be explained by their aptitude (i.e. language analytic ability), anxiety, attitudes, and 
the type of CF treatment that they received in class. From the multiple regression 
analyses, we would also learn the relative contribution from each of these independent 
variables in explaining the variance in students’ exam performance. 
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Chapter 4 Results 
This chapter reports the results and analysis of data collected throughout the 
study. The chapter is divided into three parts. In the first part, we will analyze classroom 
transcriptions based on the four treatment sections, in order to see the quantity and 
consistency of the teacher’s corrective feedback and students’ responses to the CF in the 
recast and metalinguistic prompt group respectively. The second part reports students’ 
performance on the use of wh-questions and classifiers during the oral and written tests 
prior to, immediately after, and two weeks after the treatment sessions. This part will help 
us determine which treatment method (i.e. recast or metalinguistic prompts) is more 
effective, and whether the two corrective feedback strategies function differently on wh-
questions and classifiers. The third part shows the analysis of data collected from 
questionnaires, including data from the analytical ability test administered at the 
beginning of the study, and students’ responses to the motivation and anxiety 
questionnaire at the end of the study. These data contribute to the multiple regression 
analysis that suggests whether individual difference factors are correlated to students’ 
performance in the posttests and delayed posttests.  
 
4.1 Analysis of classroom transcriptions 
This section reports analysis of classroom transcriptions based on the four audio- 
recorded treatment sessions. It starts with the coding categories, including the coding of 
wh-question and classifier errors, types of teachers’ corrective feedback, and learners’ 
repairs. Following that, the quantity and frequency of errors, feedback, and repairs in the 
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recast group and metalinguistic prompt group will be presented respectively, in order to 
establish the baseline data that reflect the distribution of errors, implementation of 
corrective feedback, and students’ responses to the feedback.  
4.1.1 Coding categories 
The treatment sessions were audio-recorded with a digital audio-recorder clipped 
to the teacher’s clothing. This made it possible to collect classroom interaction data 
between the teacher and students with the best possible quality, no matter whether the 
teacher was standing in front of the classroom, or whether she was walking around 
among the students.  
 Each treatment session lasted around 15–20 minutes, which were then transcribed 
by the researcher. In analyzing the classroom transcriptions, all wh-question and 
classifier errors were identified and quantified. In general, students’ errors in wh-
questions tended to show incorrect word order (as shown in Example 4.1), and classifier 
errors showed omission of the required classifier or over-production of the general 
classifier ge (as shown in Examples 4.2 and 4.3).  
 Example 4.1 (A wh-question with incorrect word order) 
 
 S: * Jǐ yuè jǐ hào                    shì Gāo Wénzhōng de shēngrì?? 
      (Which month which day is Gao Wenzhong’s birthday?) 
 
 Correct form: Gāo Wénzhōng de shēngrì shì jǐ yuè jǐ hào? 
            (Gao Wenzhong’s birthday is which month which day?) 
    
 Example 4.2 (Omission of the required classifier) 
 
 S: * Tāmen chī        jǐ             cài? 
       (They    eat  how many    dishes?) 
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 Correct form: Tāmen chī      jǐ             ge       cài? 
            (They   eat  how many classifier  dishes?) 
 
 Example 4.3 (Over-production of the general classifier ge) 
  
S: * Gěi   wǒ    yí          ge                chá.  
      (Give  me  one general classifier tea.) 
  
Correct form:  Gěi   wǒ  yì       bēi        chá.  
            (Give me one CL for cup tea).  
 
     
 After identifying learners’ errors in using wh-questions and classifiers, the 
teacher’s immediate responses to these errors were examined and coded based on the 
definition of recasts and metalinguistic prompts presented in Chapter 3. To reiterate 
briefly here, recasts provided learners with the correct linguistic forms, and 
metalinguistic prompts withheld offering the target forms but provided metalinguistic 
explanation of the target grammar and pushed students to self-correct.  
 Lastly, students’ responses to the teacher’s corrective feedback were also 
analyzed. If a student successfully corrected his/her error by stating the correct target 
form, we consider this an instance of repair. If a student failed to produce the target L2 
form after receiving the teacher’s correction, we consider it an instance of no repair. 
Sometimes repairs were not from the learner to whom the corrective feedback was 
provided (self-repair), but from other learners (other-generated repair).  In this study, we 
consider both self-repairs and other-generated repairs as indication of repairs, because 
the study took place in a classroom where everyone could hear other students’ responses 
to the teacher’s correction. Thus even if a student did not repair the error him/herself, 
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other-generated repairs could still provide another chance for anyone who is struggling 
with the target form to think about the target structure and then hear the correct L2 form 
again.  
Example 4.4 and 4.5 exhibit two corrective feedback episodes that include a 
learner error, teacher’s corrective feedback, and the learner’s repair.  
 
Example 4.4 
 S: * Jǐ yuè jǐ hào                     shì Gāo Wénzhōng de shēngrì?  —Error  
      (Which month which day is Gao Wenzhong’s birthday?)  
 
 T:  Hǎo (good), everything is there, change the word order.    
—Metalinguistic prompt 
 
 S: Gāo Wénzhōng de shēngrì shì jǐ yuè jǐ hào?               —Self-repair  
    (Gao Wenzhong’s birthday is which month which day?) 
     
Example 4.5  
S:   * Tāmen chī        jǐ             cài?   —Error 
         (They   eat  how many    dishes?) 
 
 T:     Tāmen  chī      jǐ             ge       cài?      —Recast (Classifier added) 
                 (They    eat  how many  CL     dishes?)   
 
 All students:  Tāmen chī jǐ ge cài?                             —Other-generated repair 
   
4.1.2 Results of analysis of classroom transcriptions  
The analysis of classroom transcriptions starts with description of targeted wh-
questions and classifiers, and distribution of errors in each treatment session, as shown in 
Section 4.1.2.1. Then we move to analyze the distribution of errors, feedback, and repairs 
across the recasts and metalinguistic prompts groups, as shown in Section 4.1.2.2.  
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4.1.2.1 Targeted L2 forms and errors in the four treatment sessions 
Table 4.1 displays the targeted wh-questions and classifiers, and students’ errors 
in each treatment session across the two treatment groups. Overall, the targeted wh-
questions and classifiers in the four treatment sessions were similar in number (46 and 44 
respectively), and wh-question and classifier errors that were treated in both groups were 
comparable. The recast group produced 17 wh-question errors and 13 classifier errors, 
while the metalinguistic prompt group had 14 wh-questions and 12 classifier errors. The 
comparable distribution of wh- and classifier errors is confirmed by a Fisher’s exact test 
presented in the next section (i.e. Section 4.1.2.2). Another noteworthy fact in Table 4.1 
is that the number of errors reduced over time from treatment 1 to treatment 4, which is 
likely to suggest the treatment effects of teacher’s corrective feedback.  
Because wh-question words and classifiers were taught and tested in phases (i.e. 
lesson by lesson) in the first semester of Chinese, it is helpful to list which wh-question 
words and classifiers were targeted in each treatment. Regarding wh-questions, the 
targeted words were when, which, what, how many/old in the first treatment, who and 
why were added in the second and third treatment, and where was included in the fourth 
treatment. As to classifiers, the general classifier ge was targeted in the first and second 
treatment sessions, the measure word for bound books běn was added in the third 
treatment, and the measure words for cups and bottles bēi and píng were included in the 
fourth treatment.   
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In the next section, I will present an overview of distribution of errors, feedback 
types, and repairs across groups.  
4.1.2.2 Distribution of errors, feedback types, and repairs across groups  
Table 4.2 shows an overview of the distribution of errors, corrective feedback, 
and repairs in the recast and metalinguistic prompt groups. In the following paragraphs, 
we will focus on three matters: (1). Present the total number of errors in the recast and 
metalinguistic prompt groups, and check whether the numbers of errors in the two groups 
are comparable;  (2). Examine what type of corrective feedback was offered during the 
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treatment, as an indication of the appropriateness and consistency of CF during the 
treatment; (3). Look into the number of repairs produced by both groups, and examine 
whether the amount of repairs was statistically different in the two groups.  
Table 4.2 Distribution of errors, feedback types, and repairs across groups 
 Feedback types  
Treatment 
Group 
Errors (combined wh- 




Recast group 30 29 1 26 
Metalinguistic 
prompt group 26 0 26 26 
 
To begin with, out of the 90 targeted wh-questions and classifiers (46 and 44 
respectively as shown in Table 4.1) during the four treatment sessions, the recast group 
produced 30 errors (17 wh-question errors and 13 classifier errors), while the 
metalinguistic prompt group produced 26 errors (14 wh-question errors and 12 classifier 
errors).  The distribution of wh-question errors and classifier errors is shown in Table 4.3. 
Table 4.3 CF Type * Error Type Crosstabulation  
(Wh-Q and classifier errors) 
Count   
 Error type 
Total Wh-Q Classifier 
CF type Recast 17 13 30 
Meta-prompt 14 12 26 
Total 31 25 56 
 
After running a Fisher’s exact test, as Table 4.4 exhibits, we found that the two 
groups were not statistically different in the distribution of errors (p =1.000), so we can 
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state that both treatment groups produced a comparable amount of errors during the four 
treatment sessions.  










Pearson Chi-Square .045a 1 .832   
Continuity 
Correctionb 
.000 1 1.000   
Likelihood Ratio .045 1 .832   
Fisher's Exact Test    1.000 .523 
Linear-by-Linear 
Association 
.044 1 .834   
N of Valid Cases 56     
a. 0 cells (0.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum 
expected count is 11.61.            b. Computed only for a 2x2 table 
 
 
Second, corrective feedback following learner errors in each group is also 
presented in Table 4.3. Out of the 30 errors in the recast group, 29 were treated by 
recasts, and there was 1 instance when the teacher responded to an error with a 
metalinguistic prompt. All 26 errors in the metalinguistic prompt group were treated by 
metalinguistic prompts.  Based on this analysis, we can conclude that the intended type of 
corrective feedback was consistently offered to the learners in each group, which 
conforms to the research design.  
Third, the number of learners’ repairs after hearing the teacher’s corrective 
feedback presents a very interesting picture. Most of the errors were repaired—in the 
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metalinguistic prompt group, 26 out of 26 metalinguistic prompts were followed by 
repairs, while in the recast group, 26 out of 30 feedback moves were followed by repairs. 
To be more specific, in the metalinguistic group, all 14 wh-question errors and 12 
classifier errors were repaired; in the recast group, 14 out of 17 wh-question errors and 12 
out of 13 classifier errors were repaired. 
The high rate of repairs (100%) in the metalinguistic prompt group was in line 
with findings in other classroom-based research. As expected, prompts pushed learners to 
produce modified output after the teacher’s provision of metalinguistic knowledge 
regarding the error.  
On the other hand, the high rate of repairs (86%) in the recast group shows that 
students receiving recasts in the current study did notice the teacher’s correction of their 
errors, and have either self-corrected or have at least repeated the target L2 form after 
hearing the teacher’s correction. The results contradict findings from the 5th-grade French 
immersion and adult Canadian ESL classrooms, in which students only occasionally 
appeared to notice the corrective power of teachers’ recasts and produced very few 
repairs (Lyster & Ranta, 1997; Panova & Lyster, 2002). However, the findings lend 
support to Ellis and Sheen’s results in the adult New Zealand ESL and Korean EFL 
classrooms, where learners had higher rates of responses to recasts (Sheen, 2004). 
To establish whether difference in the number of repairs was significant between 
the two treatment groups, we ran another Fisher’s exact test. As displayed in Tables 4.5 
and 4.6, although the repair rate in the metalinguistic prompt group (100%) was higher 
than the repair rate in the recast group (83%), the p value (1.000) in Table 4.6 shows that 
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the difference was not statistically significant. In other words, the number of repairs 
produced by both treatment groups was comparable as well.  
Table 4.5 CF type * Error type Crosstabulation  
                  (Repaired Wh-Q and Classifier Errors) 
Count   
 
Repaired errors 
Total Wh-Q Classifier 
CF type Recast 14 12 26 
Meta-prompt 14 12 26 
Total 28 24 52 
 
 
Table 4.6 Chi-Square Tests for Repaired Wh-Q and Classifier Errors 








Pearson Chi-Square .000a 1 1.000   
Continuity Correctionb .000 1 1.000   
Likelihood Ratio .000 1 1.000   
Fisher's Exact Test    1.000 .609 
Linear-by-Linear 
Association 
.000 1 1.000   
N of Valid Cases 52     
a. 0 cells (0.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 
12.00.              b. Computed only for a 2x2 table 
 
 
To summarize the results from the analysis of classroom transcriptions, we can 
come to the following conclusions: first, during the treatment sessions, the distribution of 
wh-question and classifier errors was comparable across the recast and metalinguistic 
prompt groups; second, the right type of corrective feedback was consistently provided to 
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errors in the target forms; third, both groups were highly responsive to the teacher’s CF 
(i.e. 83% and 100% in the recast and metalinguistic prompt group respectively), but  the 
higher repair rate in the metalinguistic prompt group was not significantly different from 
the repair rate in the recast group.   Taken together, we have established the baseline data 
in preparation for the analysis of variance in the next section.  
 
4.2 Results of analysis of variance 
This section reports students’ performance on the use of wh-questions and 
classifiers during the oral and written tests prior to, immediately after, and two weeks 
after the treatment sessions. This part helps us examine which treatment method (i.e. 
recast or metalinguistic-prompt) was more effective, and whether the treatment 
functioned differently on the acquisition of Chinese wh-questions and classifiers.  
4.2.1 Oral production tests results 
As mentioned in Chapter 3, oral tests in the form of pair dialogues were carried 
out three times to collect students’ performance on wh-questions and classifiers before, 
immediately after, and two weeks after the treatment. All dialogues were audio recorded, 
transcribed, coded, and then graded by using the obligatory context analysis, as shown 
below: 
                            Accurate use of the target L2 forms  
in obligatory contexts  
Accuracy score (ratio) =   
                            Sum of the total obligatory contexts 
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The accuracy scores were then multiplied by 100 for ease of analysis and 
interpretation. For instance, if a student received an accuracy score of 0.375 on his use of 
wh-questions, then this score was transformed into 37.5. 
There were two independent variables in this study, with testing time as the within 
group variable, and CF treatment as the between group variable. The dependent variable 
is the test score collected at three testing times. As a result, several mixed-design repeated 
measures ANOVAs were used to compare the means in three testing times across the two 
treatment groups. In the following section, we will first present results from the oral 
production tests.  
4.2.1.1 Wh-questions 
 The means and standard deviations of the accuracy scores in wh-question use in 
oral production for the recast and metalinguistic prompt groups in three testing times are 
presented in Table 4.7 and Figure 4.1. In the recast group, the accuracy rate of wh-
questions improved from the pretest (mean=42.98) to immediate posttest (mean=52.74), 
but the accuracy did not improve in the delayed posttest (mean=47.58). In the 
metalinguistic prompt group, the accuracy rate of wh-questions also improved from the 
pretest (mean=30.78) to the immediate posttest (mean=73.13), and the growth in 
accuracy continued from the posttest to the delayed posttest (mean=82.24). 
A two-way mixed measure ANOVA showed that there was a significant group 
effect F(1, 23)=292.870, p=0.028 < 0.05, a significant time effect F(2,46)=183.704, 
p=.000, and a significant group and time interaction effect F(2,46)=114.680, p=.001. The 
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effect size Cohen’s d was also computed, and was considered as small (<0.20), medium 
(0.20–0.80), or large (>0.80), following Yang and Lyster’s (2010) decision.  
 
Table 4.7 Group means of wh-question scores in oral production 
Group Pretest Immediate Posttest Delayed posttest 
 M SD M SD M SD 
Recasts (n=12) 42.98 18.82 50.74* 15.40 47.58 19.6 
Meta-prompt 
(n=13) 
30.78 14.37 73.13* 15.98 82.24* 15.06 
(* = mean score is significantly higher than the pretest score.) 
 
 The null hypothesis was that the means of accuracy scores of the two groups 
across three testing times would be the same. Based on these results, we can reject the 
null hypothesis. The significant time effect informs us there were significant gains from 
one testing time to another. Post hoc analyses revealed that both groups significantly 
improved their scores from the pretest to the posttest (recast: p=.046, meta-prompt: 
p=.000), with the recast group showing a medium effect (d=0.45) and the metalinguistic 
prompt group demonstrating a large effect (d=2.7). In addition, only the metalinguistic 
prompt group, not the recast group, showed significant gains in accuracy from the pretest 
to delayed posttest (p=.000) with a large effect (d=3.50).  
 The significant group effect revealed there were differences between the two 
treatment conditions. General linear model univariate analysis was employed to further 
examine the simple main effect for treatment group. We found that students’ oral 
performance on wh-questions in the two groups was not statistically different in the 
pretest (F(1,23)=3.349, p=0.080 > 0.05), but the metalinguistic prompt group had 
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significantly higher scores compared to the recast group in the posttest (F(1,23)=12.712, 
p= .002) and delayed posttest (F (1,23)=24.872, p= .000).  
The significant time*treatment effect revealed that the two groups performed 
differently from each other over time. The interaction could be easily seen in Figure 4.1. 
 













Figure 4.1 displays the change of group means in oral wh-question scores over 
time graphically. It is interesting to see that the metalinguistic prompt group started with 
a lower accuracy rate compared to the recast group in the pretest, but made bigger growth 
in the posttest and continued to get better in the delayed posttest.  
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4.2.1.2 Classifiers 
The means and standard deviations of the accuracy scores in classifier use in oral 
production for the recast and metalinguistic prompt groups in three testing times are 
presented in Table 4.8 and Figure 4.2. In the recast group, the accuracy rate improved 
from the pretest (mean=35.83) to immediate posttest (mean=40.88), and the accuracy was 
more or less maintained in the delayed posttest (mean=40.24). In the metalinguistic 
prompt group, the accuracy rate of wh-questions also improved from the pretest 
(mean=36.64) to the immediate posttest (mean=69.82), and the growth in accuracy 
continued from the posttest to the delayed posttest (mean=74.29). 
 
 Table 4.8 Group means of classifier scores in oral production 
Group Pretest Immediate Posttest Delayed posttest 
 M SD M SD M SD 
Recasts (n=12) 35.83 21.83 40.88 18.00 40.24 19.27 
Meta-prompt 
(n=13) 
36.64 27.72 69.82* 20.52 74.29* 18.97 
(* is added if the mean score is significantly higher than the pretest score.) 
 
A two-way mixed measure ANOVA showed that there was a significant group 
effect F(1, 23)=6.648, p=.017 < 0.05, a significant time effect F(2,46)=71.038, p =.000, 
and a significant group and time interaction effect F(2,46)=42.083, p=.000.  
 The null hypothesis was that the means of accuracy scores of the two groups 
across three testing times would be the same. Based on these results, we can reject the 
null hypothesis. The significant time effect informs us there were significant gains from 
one testing time to another. Post hoc analyses revealed that only the metalinguistic 
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prompt group significantly improved in the accuracy scores from the pretest to the 
posttest (p=.000) with a large effect (d=1.36), and then improved again from the pretest 
to the delayed posttest (p=.000) with a large effect (d=1.59). The recast group’s accuracy 
scores, on the other hand, did not improve significantly in the posttest and the delayed 
posttest.  
 The significant group effect revealed there were differences between the two 
treatment conditions. General linear model univariate analysis was employed to further 
examine the simple main effect for the treatment group. We found that students’ oral 
performance on classifiers in the two groups was not statistically different in the pretest 
(F(1,24)=0.006, p=0.937 > 0.05), but the metalinguistic prompt group had significantly 
better performance compared to the recast group in the posttest (F(1,24)=13.955, p=.001) 
and delayed posttest (F (1,24)=19.827, p= .000).  
The significant time*treatment effect revealed that the two groups performed 
differently from each other over time. The interaction could be seen in Figure 4.2, which 
displays the change of group means in oral classifier scores over time graphically. The 
two groups had similar performance in the pretest, but the metalinguistic prompt group 
had significant gains in accuracy scores in the posttest and delayed posttest compared to 
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In the next section, we turn to examine results from the written error correction 
tests on learners’ use of wh-questions and classifiers. The difference between the oral 
tests and error correction tests lies in the type of knowledge that is being tested—the 
timed oral tests measured learners’ implicit (procedural) knowledge, while the untimed 
written error correction tests measured learners’ explicit (declarative) knowledge.  
4.2.2 Written error correction tests results 
Untimed written tests in the form of error correction tests were carried out three 
times to collect students’ performance on wh-questions and classifiers before, 
immediately after, and two weeks after the treatment. As mentioned in Chapter 3, each 
test targeted 6 wh-words and 6 classifiers, and students were asked to first judge the 
grammaticality of the sentence, and then provide a correction if they think anything 
seemed problematic in the sentence.  
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Scoring for wh-questions and classifiers were conducted separately, and all scores 
were divided by the total number of wh-words and classifiers respectively, in order to 
produce a ratio that reflected the percentage of accuracy. Similar to the oral tests, all 
accuracy scores were multiplied by 100 for ease of analysis and interpretation. For 
instance, if a student received an accuracy score of 0.333 on his use of wh-questions, then 
this score was transformed into 33.5. 
4.2.2.1 Wh-questions 
The means and standard deviations of the accuracy scores in wh-question use in 
written error correction tests for the recast and metalinguistic prompt groups in three 
testing times are presented in Table 4.9 and Figure 4.3. In the recast group, the accuracy 
rate of wh-questions improved from the pretest (mean=41.71) to immediate posttest 
(mean=79.16), and the accuracy continued to grow, as shown by the delayed posttest 
score (mean=88.88). In the metalinguistic prompt group, the accuracy rate of wh-
questions also improved from the pretest (mean=38.22) to the immediate posttest 
(mean=78.97), and the growth in accuracy continued from the posttest to the delayed 
posttest (mean=91.01). 
 
Table 4.9 Group means of wh-question scores in written error correction tests 
Group Pretest Immediate Posttest Delayed posttest 
 M SD M SD M SD 
Recasts (n=12) 41.71 16.96 79.16* 17.59 88.88* 16.41 
Meta-prompt 
(n=13) 
38.22 15.09 78.97* 17.58 91.01* 11.00 
(* is added if the mean score is significantly higher than the pretest score.) 
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A two-way mixed measure ANOVA showed that there was a significant time 
effect F(2,46)=359.190, p=.000, but neither a significant group effect, F(1, 23)=0.007, 
p=.932,  nor a significant interaction effect between group and time, F(2,46)=49.097, 
p=.370.   
 The significant time effect informs us there were significant gains from one 
testing time to another. Post hoc analyses revealed that both groups significantly 
improved their scores from the pretest to the posttest (recast: p=.000, meta-prompt: 
p=.000) with large effects (recast: d=2.17, meta-prompt: d=2.46). In addition, both 
groups significantly improved their scores from the pretest to the delayed posttest (recast: 
p=.000, meta-prompt: p=.000), also with large effects (recast: d=2.8, meta-prompt: 
d=3.99). 
 There was no significant group effect, which indicated there were no differences 
between the two treatment conditions. When General linear model univariate analysis 
was employed to further examine the simple main effect for the treatment group, we 
found that students’ oral performance on wh-questions in the two groups was not 
statistically different in the pretest (F(1,24)=0.297, p=0.591 > 0.05), posttest 
(F(1,24)=0.001, p=0.979 > 0.05), and delayed posttest (F(1,24)=0.148, p=0.704 > 0.05) 
between the two groups.  
The time*treatment effect was also not significant, which revealed that the two 
groups did not perform differently from each other over time, as shown in Figure 4.3.  
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Figure 4.3 displays the change of group means in written wh-question use over 
time graphically. Both groups had significant gains in the posttest and delayed posttest 
from the (p=.000 in all cases). However, the two groups did not differ in their 
performance in the three testing times.  
4.2.2.2 Classifiers 
The means and standard deviations of the accuracy scores in classifier use in 
written error correction tests for the recast and metalinguistic prompt groups in three 
testing times are presented in Table 4.10 and Figure 4.4. In the recast group, the accuracy 
rate improved from the pretest (mean=45.45) to immediate posttest (mean=60.09), and 
the accuracy was more or less maintained in the delayed posttest (mean=62.41). In the 
metalinguistic prompt group, the accuracy rate of wh-questions also improved from the 
pretest (mean=47.63) to the immediate posttest (mean=77.50), and the growth in 
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accuracy continued from the posttest to the delayed posttest (mean=84.90). 
 
Table 4.10 Group means of classifier scores in written error correction tests 
Group Pretest Immediate Posttest Delayed posttest 
 M SD M SD M SD 
Recasts (n=12) 45.45 21.01 60.09* 21.67 62.41* 84.9 
Meta-prompt 
(n=13) 
47.63 22.39 77.50* 21.14 84.90* 13.80 
(* is added if the mean score is significantly higher than the pretest score.) 
 
A two-way mixed measure ANOVA showed that there was a significant time 
effect F(2,46)=123.178, p =.000, and a significant group and time interaction effect 
F(2,46)=16.445, p=.000. The group effect was not significant, but close to reaching 
significance, F(1, 23)=3.072, p=.093.  
 The significant time effect informs us there were significant gains from one 
testing time to another. Post hoc analyses revealed that both groups significantly 
improved their scores from the pretest to the posttest (recast: p=.001, meta-prompt: 
p=.000), with the recast group showing a small effect (d=0.19) and the metalinguistic 
prompt group demonstrating a large effect (d=1.37). In addition, both groups showed 
significant gains in accuracy from the pretest to delayed posttest (recast: p=.000, meta-
prompt: p=0.000), with the recast group displaying a medium effect (d=0.77) and the 
metalinguistic prompt group presenting a large effect (d=2.00). Another noteworthy fact 
is that the accuracy score in the metalinguistic group grew significantly from the posttest 
to delayed posttest as well (p=.014, d=0.41), but that of the recast group did not.  
The significant time*treatment effect revealed that the two groups performed 
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differently from each other over time. Although there was no significant group effect, we 
ran a general linear model univariate analysis to further examine the simple main effect 
for the treatment group. We found that students’ performance on classifiers in written 
error correction tests in the two groups was not statistically different in pretest 
(F(1,24)=0.063, p=0.804 > 0.05) and posttest (F(1,24)=4.131, p=0.054 > 0.05), but in 
delayed posttest, the metalinguistic group has significantly better performance than the 
recast group, F(1,24)=8.950, p=.007. 
Figure 4.4 displays the change of group means in written classifier use over time 
graphically. Both groups started with similar accuracy in classifier production; after the 
treatment, the accuracy scores in the metalinguistic group were better than the recast 
group (but not statistically significant); at last, the metalinguistic group significantly 
outperformed the recast group in the delayed posttest.  
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4.2.3 Summary of results of analysis of variance 
The findings from the oral production and written error correction tests have 
revealed that recasts and metalinguistic-prompts had differential effects on the learning 
outcome, depending on (1) whether they are used to treat wh-question or classifier errors, 
and (2) whether the learning results were tested in oral or written tests.   
 
Table 4.11 Significant within-group time contrasts and magnitude of effect sizes 
Test Recast group Metalinguistic Prompt 
group 
Oral production wh-questions 
  Immediate posttests 
  Delayed posttests  
 
Medium effects (d=0.45) 
NS 
 
Large effects (d=2.70)a 
Large effects (d=3.50)a 
Oral production classifiers 
  Immediate posttests 





Large effects (d=1.36)a 
Large effects (d=1.59)a 
Error correction wh-questions 
  Immediate posttests 
  Delayed posttests 
 
Large effects (d=2.17) 
Large effects (d=2.8) 
 
Large effects (d=2.46) 
Large effects (d=3.99) 
Error correction classifiers 
  Immediate posttests 
  Delayed posttests 
 
Small effects (d=0.19) 
Medium effects (d=0.77) 
 
Large effects (d=1.37) 
Large effects (d=2.00)a 
 
Note:    1. “NS” means no significant difference between this test and the pretest. 
2. a after Cohen’s d in the third column means the metalinguistic prompt group had 
significantly outperformed the recast group at that particular testing time.  
 
Table 4.11 summarizes and highlights the significant within-group time contrast 
and the corresponding effect size in the recast and metalinguistic prompt groups. Out of 
the 8 possible scores (2 for wh-questions and 2 for classifiers in two testing times), the 
metalinguistic group achieved significant results in all 8 measures, while the recast group 
achieved significance 5 times. Overall, the metalinguistic group produced larger effects 
size compared to the recasts group, and has also outperformed the recast group in all oral 
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production tests and in the classifier error correction test.  
Taken together, we could now answer the first three research questions.  
1). Research Question 1: Do recasts have differential effects on the acquisition of 
Chinese wh-questions and classifiers?  
     Response: Yes. In terms of wh-question use, of the 4 possible scores, the recast 
group achieved significance in three measures (oral wh-question posttest, written wh-
question post- and delayed posttest); recasts did not help with the oral production of wh-
questions in the delayed posttest. Regarding classifiers, of the 4 possible scores, the recast 
group achieved significance in two measures in the written wh-question posttest and 
delayed posttest; recasts did not seem to benefit classifier use in the oral tests. 
2).  Research Question 2: Do metalinguistic prompts have differential effects on 
the acquisition of Chinese wh-question and classifiers? 
     Response: Yes, but with minor difference. It is true that the metalinguistic 
prompt group showed significance in all 8 measures with large effects, but upon closer 
examination, we found that the effects were larger for wh-questions (d=2.70 and 3.50 for 
the two oral wh-question tests, and d=2.46 and 3.99 for the two written error correction 
tests) compared to the effects for classifiers (d=1.36 and 1.59 for the two oral tests, and 
d=1.37 and 2.00 for the two written tests).  
3). Research Question 3: Which corrective feedback strategy, namely, recasts or 
metalinguistic prompts, is more effective in facilitating the acquisition of Chinese wh-
questions and classifiers? 
    Response:  Metalinguistic prompts, overall, were more effective, as the 
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metalinguistic prompt group scored significantly higher in the use of wh-questions and 
classifiers in all oral tests and written error correction tests. Not only did the 
metalinguistic prompt group achieve significance in all eight measures with large effects, 
it also outperformed the recast group in all oral production tests, and outperformed the 
recast group once in the classifier error correction delayed posttest. 
In the next section, we will analyze the results from the aptitude (i.e. language 
analytic ability) test and from the attitude & anxiety questionnaire, in order to establish 
the relationship among the treatment method (receiving recasts or metalinguistic 
prompts), three individual differences variables (i.e. aptitude, anxiety, attitude), and test 
performance.  
 
4.3 Results from analysis of the language analytic ability test and questionnaire data  
 All participants (n=25) completed the aptitude (i.e. language analytic ability) test 
before the pretest, and the attitude and anxiety questionnaire after the posttest.  
Every student received a separate score for each individual differences variable, 
including an aptitude score (ranging from 7 to14), an anxiety score (ranging from 1.50–
4.50), and an attitude score (ranging from 3.3 to 5.55). Each learner’s posttest and 
delayed posttest scores used for analysis in this part were a combined score from four 
sources—scores from his/her oral and written wh-question use, and his/her oral and 
written classifier use, in the posttest or delayed posttest respectively.  
Based on the above information, we conducted two multiple regression analyses. 
The first one focused on the relationship among the type of corrective feedback (CF) 
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treatment, the three individual differences (ID) variables, and the posttest scores. The 
second multiple regression analysis focused on the relationship among CF treatment, 
three ID variables, and the delayed posttest scores. In the next section, we present the 
results from the first multiple regression analysis based on the posttest scores.  
4.3.1. Multiple regression analysis based on the posttest scores 
A multiple regression analysis is usually used to predict a continuous dependent 
variable based on multiple independent variables. In addition to its predictive function, it 
also allows one to examine the overall fit (variance explained) of the model, and the 
relative contribution of each of the independent variables. In this study, research 
questions 4–6 investigate whether students’ test performance could be predicted based on 
language aptitude, attitude, and anxiety. We would like to find out whether the test 
performance in wh-question and classifier use was moderated by these individual 
variables. We could also examine how much weight each variable carries in predicting 
the accuracy score. In addition to the three ID variables, we also added treatment type as 
one of the predictors, as we suspect being treated by recasts or metalinguistic prompt 
would likely make a difference on the test performance as well.  
Table 4.12 displays the descriptive statistics for independent variables that we had 
in the first multiple regression analysis. Students received an average of 266.52 in their 
posttest scores (labeled as Post_Total in the table). The Treatment group, recast or 
metalinguistic group, was labeled as Group. The mean scores for students’ aptitude was 
9.92, and mean scores for their anxiety and attitude were 2.9 and 4.4 respectively.  
Independent samples t-tests were conducted to compare the means of the three 
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individual differences variables in the recasts and metalinguistic groups. In terms of 
aptitude, there was no significant difference in the means scores for the recast group 
(M=9.67, SD=2.839) and metalinguistic group (M=10.15, SD=2.193); t (23)= -.482, 
p=0.634. For anxiety, there was no significant difference in the means scores for the 
recast group (M=2.96, SD=0.99) and metalinguistic group (M=2.86, SD=0.93); t (23)= 
.258, p=0.799. As to attitude, there was also no significant difference in the means scores 
for the recast group (M=4.33, SD=0.66) and metalinguistic group (M=4.48, SD=0.43); t 
(23)= -.664, p=0.513. These results suggest that students in the two groups were similar 
in regards to their language aptitude, the level of anxiety that they experienced in class, 
and their attitudes towards error correction and learning Chinese.  
 
Table 4.12 Descriptive statistics of the independent variables  






Table 4.13 summarizes the Pearson correlation between the posttest score and the 
predictors. As can be seen, aptitude and attitude were positively correlated with the 
posttest score, indicating that those with higher scores in aptitude and attitude tended to 
have higher posttest grades.  Anxiety, on the other hand, was negatively correlated with 
the posttest scores, indicating that students who experienced higher levels of anxiety 
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tended to score lower in the posttest. Group was positively correlated with the posttest 
score (coded as 1=recast and 2=metalinguistic prompt), indicating that the metalinguistic 
prompt group had higher posttest grades.  
 Out of the four potential predictors, only group, aptitude, and attitude were 
significantly related to the posttest scores (p=.012, .000, and .000 respectively), but 
anxiety was not significantly related to the posttest scores (p=.295).  
 










The overall fit of the model and the total variance explained were shown in Table 
4.14. R2 for the overall model was 88.8% with an adjusted R2 of 86.6%, a large effect 
size according to Cohen.  The  "adjusted R2" is intended to control for overestimates of 
the population R2 resulting from small samples, high collinearity or small subject/variable 
ratios. Based on the model summary, we could see that the four predictors accounted for 
about 86.6% of posttest grades variance. 
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The model was statistically significant, as shown in Table 4.15. In other words, 
the predictors significantly accounted for more variance in the posttest scores than would 
be expected by chance, F(4, 24)=39.837, p=.000.  
 






Now we will check the coefficients and their significance in Table 4.16 to decide 
which variables contributed to the model. We can see that only group (p=.000) and 
aptitude (p=.000) contributed to predicting the posttest performance. Both aptitude and 
group had significant positive regression weight, indicating students with higher scores in 
aptitude and students in the metalinguistic group were expected to have higher posttest 
scores, after controlling for the other variables in the model. Anxiety (p=.347) and attitude 
(p=.079), on the other hand, did not contribute to the multiple regression model, although 
attitude seemed very close to reaching significance.  
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As a result, the regression equation to predict the posttest score is shown below (* 
is added for significance):  
Predicted posttest score= -174.503 + (54.479 × Group*) + (21.148 × Aptitude*) + 
(6.153 × Anxiety) + (29.628 × Attitude).         
To give an example of how the prediction works, if we look at the aptitude 
subscale, the unstandardized B weight tells us that each added point on aptitude increased 
the expected posttest grade point by 21.148. 
 







Lastly, Figure 4.5 displays this multiple regression graphically.  
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To summarize, a multiple regression analysis was conducted to examine the 
relationship between the posttest scores and four potential predictors (3 individual 
differences variables and CF treatment).  
Pearson correlation (Table 4.13) revealed that group, aptitude, and attitude were 
positively and significantly related to the posttest score, while anxiety was negatively and 
not significantly related to the posttest score.  
The multiple regression model with all four predictors produced R2 = 86.6%, F(4, 
24) = 39.837, p=.000. As shown in Table 4.16, the group and aptitude scales had 
significant positive regression weights in predicting the posttest scores, but anxiety and 
attitude did not contribute to the multiple regression model.  
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4.3.2. Multiple regression analysis based on delayed posttest scores 
In this section, we present the second multiple regression based on delayed 
posttest scores. Again, we were interested to see whether group, aptitude, anxiety, and 
attitude could predict the delayed posttest scores.  
Table 4.17 displays the descriptive statistics for the independent variables that we 
had in the second multiple regression analysis. Students received an average of 287.622 
in their delayed posttest scores (labeled as Delayed_Total in the table). The Treatment 
group, recast or metalinguistic group, was labeled as Group. The mean scores for 
students’ aptitude was 9.92, and mean scores for their anxiety and attitude were 2.9 and 
4.4 respectively. 
 
Table 4.17 Descriptive statistics of the independent variables  





Table 4.18 summarizes the Pearson correlation between the delayed posttest score 
and the predictors. As can be seen, aptitude and attitude were positively correlated with 
the delayed posttest score, indicating that those with higher scores in aptitude and attitude 
tended to have higher delayed posttest grades. Anxiety, on the other hand, was negatively 
correlated with the delayed posttest scores, indicating that students who experienced 
higher levels of anxiety tended to score lower in the delayed posttest. Group was 
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positively correlated with the delayed posttest score (coded as 1=recast and 
2=metalinguistic prompt), indicating that the metalinguistic prompt group had higher 
delayed posttest grades.  
 Out of the four potential predictors, group, aptitude, and attitude were 
significantly related to the delayed posttest scores (p=.001, .000, and .000 respectively), 
but anxiety was not significantly related to the delayed posttest scores (p=.356).  
 
Table 4.18 Correlations between CF group, individual differences, 










The overall fit of the model and the total variance explained were shown in Table 
4.19. R2 for the overall model was 92.3% with an adjusted R2 of 90.7%, a large effect 
size according to Cohen. The  "adjusted R2" is intended to control for overestimates of 
the population R2 resulting from small samples, high collinearity or small subject/variable 
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ratios. Based on the model summary, we could see that the four predictors accounted for 
about 90.7% of delayed posttest grades variance.  
 





The model was statistically significant, as shown in Table 4.20. In other words, 
the predictors significantly accounted for more variance in the delayed posttest scores 
than would be expected by chance, F(4, 24)=59.621, p.=.000. 
  
Table 4.20 Regression ANOVA for the second multiple regression 
 
 
Now we will check the coefficients and their significance in Table 4.21 to decide 
which variables contributed to the model. We can see that three variables, group 
(p=.000), aptitude (p=.000), and attitude (p=.010) contributed to predicting the delayed 
posttest performance. Group, aptitude and attitude all had significant positive regression 
weight, indicating students with higher scores in aptitude and attitude, and students in the 
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metalinguistic group were expected to have higher delayed posttest scores, after 
controlling for the other variables in the model. Anxiety (p=.093) again did not contribute 
to the multiple regression model, although it seemed close to reach significance.  
As a result, the regression equation to predict delayed posttest score is shown 
below (* is added for significance):  
Predicted delayed posttest score= -204.754 + (80.133 × Group*) + (17.392 × 
Aptitude*) + (9.543 × Anxiety) + (38.653 × Attitude*).         
To give an example of how the prediction works, if we look at the attitude 
subscale, the unstandardized B weight tells us that each added point on attitude increased 
the expected posttest grade point by 38.653. 
 







Lastly, Figure 4.6 displays the second multiple regression graphically. 
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To summarize, a second multiple regression analysis was conducted to examine 
the relationship between the delayed posttest scores and four potential predictors (3 
individual differences variables and CF treatment).  
Pearson correlation (Table 4.18) revealed that group, aptitude, and attitude were 
positively and significantly related to the delayed posttest score, while anxiety was 
negatively and not significantly related to the delayed posttest score.  
The multiple regression model with all four predictors produced R2 = 90.7%, F(4, 
24) = 59.621, p=.000. As shown in Table 4.21, the group, aptitude, and attitude scales 
had significant positive regression weights in predicting the delayed posttest scores, but 
anxiety did not contribute to the multiple regression model.  
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4.3.3 Summary of results from the multiple regression analyses 
We summarized the major findings from the two multiple regression analyses in 
Table 4.22 for comparison.  
 
Table 4.22 Summary and comparison of the two multiple regression analyses 
 Multiple regression based on the 
posttest scores 
Multiple regression based on the 
delayed posttest scores 
Pearson 
correlation  




Anxiety (no significance) 
Attitude* 
Delayed posttest scores were 
significantly related to: 
Group* 
Aptitude* 





Predicted posttest score=  
-174.503  
+ (54.479 × Group*)  
+ (21.148 × Aptitude*) 
+ (  6.153 × Anxiety)  
+ (29.628 × Attitude) 
Predicted delayed posttest score=  
-204.754  
+ (80.133 × Group*)  
+ (17.392 × Aptitude*) 
+ (  9.543 × Anxiety) 
+ (38.653 × Attitude*).  




Adjusted R2 =86.6% 
 
Adjusted R2 = 90.7% 
 
 Taken together, we can now answer research questions 4–6.  
1. Research Question 4: Do learners’ language analytic abilities (i.e. aptitude) 
moderate the effect of corrective feedback? 
   Response: Yes, aptitude was positively and significantly correlated to the 
posttest and delayed posttest scores. When used to predict scores in the posttest and 
delayed posttest, it had more weight in predicting the posttest score (B=21.148*) 
compared to its weight in predicting the delayed posttest score (B=17.392*).  
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2. Research Question 5: Do learners’ attitudes moderate the effect of corrective 
feedback? 
    Response: No in the posttest, but yes in the delayed posttest. Although attitude 
was positively and significantly correlated to the posttest and delayed posttest scores, it 
did not contribute to the regression model in the posttest (B=29.628, not significant). 
However, it did contribute to predicting the delayed posttest scores (B=38.653*).  
3. Research Question 6: Does learners’ anxiety moderate the effect of corrective 
feedback? 
   Response:  No. Anxiety was negatively but not significantly correlated to the 
posttest and delayed posttest scores. Nor did it contribute to the regression models in both 
cases.  
With results reported and responses to the research questions summarized, we can 
now move to the Chapter 5 to discuss and interpret the findings.  
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Chapter 5 Summary and Discussion 
 
This final chapter of the dissertation starts with a brief review of the statement of 
problem and the major methods used in the study. The major sections of this chapter 
summarize and interpret the results, and discuss their theoretical and pedagogical 
implications. This chapter concludes with suggestions for future research.  
 
5.1 Revisit the research problem and the methodology 
As explained in Chapters 1, this study started with two challenging structures for 
beginning-level English learners of Chinese, the wh-questions and classifiers. In 
elementary Chinese classes, students tend to follow the English word order in producing 
Chinese wh-questions, which are not fronted to the sentence initial position, but remain 
in-situ. Students also tend to drop the required classifiers in between a number and noun, 
or simply use the general classifier for every noun. Comparing the two structures, wh-
question is a rule-governed syntactic feature, and the wrong use of wh-questions may be 
damaging to communication; classifier is a lexical exemplar-based feature that requires 
less syntactic computation but more memorization of its corresponding noun, and the 
omission or misuse of classifiers may not be too damaging in communication.  
To correct learner errors, teachers have many options. Many prefer to recast 
errors, as offering recasts is fast (i.e. simply provide the correct L2 form) and safe (i.e. 
would not cause anxiety or shame) in the context of communicative language teaching, 
although recasts are arguably not salient enough for students to notice in classrooms. 
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Recent classroom based research advocated using prompts to push students to produce 
modified output. Prompts are salient enough for students to notice, but they need a brief 
time-out from the communicative tasks in hand to address the target grammar, so many 
teachers are afraid that prompts may hurt students’ fluency or cause anxiety. This study 
chose to investigate the effects of these two extremely different corrective feedback (CF) 
strategies, recast and metalinguistic prompts, on the acquisition of Chinese wh-questions 
and classifiers.  Recast is the most implicit and an input providing CF, and metalinguistic 
prompt is the most explicit (i.e. pointing out the particular position for an error and 
offering metalinguistic hints for correction) and an output-pushing CF.  
Another factor that we were interested in is whether individual differences (ID), 
such as aptitude, attitude, and anxiety, may moderate the effects of CF. These three ID 
factors were chosen because aptitude (i.e. language analytic ability) is crucial in learning 
any foreign language, attitude is also key to learn Chinese well, while anxiety is a 
measure to see whether students may experience anxiety after hearing the teacher’s CF in 
the Chinese classrooms.  
With the above background information, we now turn to the research purpose and 
methods. The study reported here was a quasi-experimental study investigating the 
differential effects of two oral corrective feedback strategies (i.e. recasts and 
metalinguistic prompts) on the acquisition of Chinese wh-questions and classifiers with 
form-focused instruction (i.e. communicative language instruction with a focus on 
linguistic forms). It also examined whether individual differences variables, such as 
language analytic abilities, attitudes, and anxiety, moderated the learning outcome.  
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The research used both qualitative and quantitative perspectives. The qualitative 
aspect included transcriptions analysis based on classroom interaction between the 
teacher and 25 participants in the two elementary Chinese classes. The two classes were 
randomly assigned to the recast and metalinguistic treatment group. After the teacher 
taught students how to use wh-questions and classifiers, and checked their understanding 
of the usage of these two structures, in the following 5 weeks, she conducted 4 treatment 
sessions with form-focused instruction on wh-questions and classifiers. Students’ errors, 
the teacher’s corrective feedback, and students’ responses to the CF were coded and 
analyzed.  
The quantitative aspect was comprised of comparisons of scores from the oral and 
written tests in the pretests, posttests, and delayed posttests with repeated measures 
ANOVAs, and multiple regression analyses of the relationship between the test scores 
and the individual differences variables (i.e. aptitude, attitude, and anxiety). The aptitude 
test was administered before the treatment, and the attitude and anxiety questionnaire was 
administered after the treatment.   
To summarize, we revisited the problem of statement and research methods in this 
section. In the next section, section 5.2, we will report the major findings and 
interpretation of the results.  
 
5.2 Summary and discussion of the results  
In this section we will summarize and discuss major findings in the current 
research context, focusing on the following aspects that seemed to have moderated the 
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effects of corrective feedback (CF): research context, mechanism of recasts and 
metalinguistic prompts, target structures, mode of testing, and individual differences. 
5.2.1 CF saliency in the Chinese as a foreign language (CFL) context  
Classroom transcriptions revealed that both the recast and metalinguistic groups 
produced a similar amount of errors, received consistent corrective feedback treatment, 
and also produced high rates of repairs (100% in the metalinguistic group, and 83% in the 
recast group).   
The high rate of repairs was expected in the metalinguistic prompt group, because 
metalinguistic prompts are not only salient, but also require students to respond to the 
teacher’s correction, while reminding them of the particular position of the error, and the 
metalinguistic rule that has been taught. Not surprisingly, in this study, students noticed 
the teacher’s corrective intention, and corrected the errors either by themselves, or with 
some help from other students. This finding was consistent with other classroom-based 
research (Lyster, 2004; Sheen, 2011; Yang & Lyster, 2010).  
What is interesting is the high repair rate in the recast group. 83% of the time, the 
students followed the teacher to repeat the correct L2 form voluntarily. The corrective 
force of recasts in the Chinese as a foreign language setting seems quite salient. In fact, in 
analyzing the classroom transcription, we found that students indeed noticed teacher’s 
recasts and her subsequent input, even when recasts were delivered without emphasis, as 
shown in Example 5.1. 
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Example 5.1 
S1: *Tāmen      chī     jǐ          cài?   (Error) 
      They         eat           how many   dish 
 
T:    Tāmen       chī    jǐ              ge  cài?   (Recast) 
 They          eat  how many       CL       dish 
 
S:    Tāmen        chī    jǐ             ge  cài?  (Repair)   
    They           eat            how many      CL        dish 
T:    Em,  hěn hǎo. (Count)  Yí  ge   cài,  liǎng  ge  cài, ….(Topic continuation) 
                   very good              one CL dish,  two  CL dish 
     S2:  What are you putting there? Ge, measure?                    (Noticing) 
      T:   Em.  
 
In the above example, S2 actively paid attention to the teacher’s input following 
the recast. The measure word “ge” in conversation is usually spoken very fast and lightly 
as it bears a neutral tone, but the student was able to spot it and point it out. This also 
confirms the high saliency of recast in the CFL context. The results contradict findings 
from the 5th-grade French immersion and adult Canadian ESL classrooms, in which 
students only occasionally appeared to notice the corrective power of teachers’ recasts 
and produced very few repairs (Lyster & Ranta, 1997; Panova & Lyster, 2002). However, 
the findings lend support to Ellis and Sheen’s results in the adult New Zealand ESL and 
Korean EFL classrooms, where learners had higher rates of responses to recasts (Sheen, 
2004). 
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To conclude, both recasts and metalinguistic prompts are highly salient in the 
CFL classroom. Students would notice and repeat the recasts most of the time, or self-
correct when being prompted 100% of the time.  
5.2.2 Differential effects of recasts and metalinguistic prompts  
From the repeated measures ANOVA analyses, we discovered that the 
metalinguistic prompt group had significant gains in accuracy on all measures, regardless 
of testing time (in posttests or delayed posttests), target forms (wh-questions or 
classifiers), and testing format (oral production or written error correction tests).  
The recast group, on the other hand, had significant short-term and long-term 
gains in the written error correction tests for both wh-question and classifier use. In terms 
of oral wh-question production, the recast group only achieved significant short-term 
gains but no long-term gains. As to oral classifier production, the recast group showed 
neither significant short-term nor long-term gains.  
In terms of between group effects, the metalinguistic prompt group significantly 
outperformed the recast group in all oral tests regardless of target forms (wh-questions or 
classifiers) and time (posttests or delayed posttests). In one of the written error correction 
tests, the metalinguistic group also outperformed the recast group on classifier use in the 
delayed posttest.  
In the following three subsections, we will discuss the differential effects of the 
two CF strategies in terms of mechanism, target structures, and modes of testing.  
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5.2.2.1 Mechanism 
 Considering that both the recast and metalinguistic prompt groups produced a 
comparable amount of errors and repairs during the treatment, we may wonder why there 
is a difference in their efficacy on the acquisition of wh-questions and classifiers. One 
possible answer is the different mechanism of recasts and metalinguistic prompts.  
 The recasts in this study provided positive evidence to the students, showing them 
how to say the correct target L2 forms, and in most cases students echoed the teacher’s 




        S1: * Nà  ge  cài,   shénme   nà   ge   cài?  (Error) 
that CL dish,  what      that  CL  dish 
(That dish, what is that dish?) 
 
 T:     Nà   ge    cài   shì   shénme?   (Recast)    
 that  CL  dish   is     what  
 (What is that dish?) 
 
 S:     Nà   ge    cài   shì   shénme?   (Repair)    
           that  CL  dish   is     what  
                (What is that dish?) 
 
 T:    Hǎo.     (Teacher’s response) 
            good 
  
        
Long (1996) argued that recasts as an input-providing type of CF work best 
during communication breakdowns, when learners are actively searching for the correct 
form to express their meaning and the teacher provides them with this form. Admittedly, 
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recasts were very convenient in providing learners with the L2 form that students badly 
needed at that moment, and due to the high saliency of recasts in the CFL classroom, 
students also repeated the correct L2 form once (hence repaired the error). However, we 
do not know whether the repairs were simply a mechanical repetition, or an active 
comparison of what they had said and what they should say. In other words, the high rate 
of repairs in the recast group could be misleading because the teacher did the correction, 
and the learner just repeated the right answer. In fact, Mackey and Philp (1998) also 
pointed out that repeating a recast does not mean acquisition has taken place, because it is 
difficult to interpret whether the repetition was a result of “actually perceiving the recast 
as feedback or simply another way of saying the same thing” (p.351).  
Metalinguistic prompts, in contrast to recasts, withheld the correct form but 
pushed students to self-correct. In addition to the output-pushing feature, metalinguistic 
prompts also indicated where (i.e. particular location) and why (i.e. the nature of the 
error) there is an error, and provided students with relevant rules of the structure. With 
this kind of scaffolding and push, students would need to analyze their erroneous 
sentences and make another attempt to correct the errors. In other words, the self-repairs 
from the metalinguistic prompt group were indeed modified output produced by the 
students, not by the teacher. Since students receiving metalinguistic prompts tend to 
actively repair their errors with the provided metalinguistic information, if they were 
given enough time and opportunities, the restructuring in their L2 grammar may take 
place.  Example 5.3 shows how metalinguistic prompts worked in this study.  
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Example 5.3  
   S1: *Tāmen    chī    yí    cài.   (Error) 
            They       eat   one  dish 
 
      T:  We need a measure word between the number and the noun.  
(Metalinguistic prompt) 
  
 S:  Yí      ge     cài.   (Self-repair) 
     One   CL   dish 
 
 T: Hǎo, continue to count.   (Teacher’s response) 
    Good 
 
 Put together, although both recasts and metalinguistic prompts in this study 
triggered high percentage of repairs from students, the comparison of the mechanism of 
recasts and metalinguistic prompts may have provided a reasonable explanation for the 
differential effects of the two CF strategies. The short-term and long-term effects that 
metalinguistic prompts held over recasts may be because learners had more opportunities 
to produce the target structures on their own in order to detect what they are able to say 
and what they have only partially acquired, to test their hypotheses, and to trigger 
responses from native speakers for the comprehensibility and accuracy of the output.  
These correspond to three of the four areas that output may play a role for language 
acquisition (i.e. enhancing fluency, noticing the gap between learners’ current and target 
L2, hypothesis testing, and triggering responses from native speakers for utterance 
comprehensibility and accuracy), as stated by Swain in the Output Hypothesis (1985, 
1993).  
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5.2.2.2 Target structures 
 Overall, metalinguistic prompts were more effective than recasts for the 
increasing accuracy in wh-question and classifier use. It is not surprising to see that 
metalinguistic prompts benefited the learning of wh-questions, because wh-question is a 
rule-governed syntactic structure, so potentially by reminding students of the rules of wh-
question use, the declarative knowledge helped with the internalization of the 
grammatical structure over time. On the other hand, it is interesting to see that 
metalinguistic prompts also increased the accuracy in classifier use. Classifiers are 
exemplar-based lexical items, so during the treatment, the teacher would say “you need a 
measure word for shū (book)” for instance, instead of providing the learners with a 
correct classifier. Maybe the action of pushing learners to do more on their own had also 
helped them to retrieve previous learned declarative knowledge about the existence of 
classifiers and give them an opportunity to find the right classifier.  
 Meanwhile, recasts seemed to work better with rule-based wh-questions (3 out of 
4 measures were significant) compared to exemplar-based classifiers (2 out of 4 measures 
were significant). Because recasts only provided correct wh-question or classifier use to 
the learners, we may suspect that recasts on wh-questions may be more salient than those 
on classifiers. As mentioned earlier, wh-questions function at the syntactic level, and the 
incorrect placement of a wh- word would be damaging to communication. If such errors 
were corrected, learners might notice the different word order in the recasts. In contrast, 
classifiers tend to be a local lexical item, and they were quite short and usually were not 
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emphasized, so there was a likelihood that learners might have overlooked them in the 
input provided by recasts.  
5.2.2.3 Modes of testing–implicit and explicit knowledge  
 To interpret the difference of the two groups in oral and written tests, we need to 
first distinguish the kind of knowledge being tested in the timed oral production and 
untimed written error correction tests. As mentioned in Chapter 3, timed oral production 
measured learners’ implicit (procedural) knowledge, while the untimed written error 
correction tests measured explicit (declarative) knowledge.  
In the written tests, recasts and metalinguistic prompts both seemed to help with 
accuracy gains in wh-question and classifier use. The reason may be that, with no time 
constraint and an overt focus on form, conditions were satisfied for students in both 
groups to retrieve their declarative knowledge of wh-question and classifier use, and 
“monitor” the correctness of sentences using the two target grammar structures, as 
suggested in Krashen’s Monitor Hypothesis (1982). 
In the oral tests, the metalinguistic prompt group had significant accuracy gains in 
all 4 measures (wh-question and classifier use, in the posttests and delayed posttests); the 
recast group’s accuracy scores only gained significantly on oral wh-use in the immediate 
posttest. The reason that the metalinguistic prompt group significantly outperformed the 
recast group may be because metalinguistic prompts pushed learners to analyze and 
modify output on their own while providing metalinguistic information, which benefitted 
the consolidation of learners’ partially acquired knowledge. In other words, the provision 
of metalinguistic information, the push to analyze erroneous L2 forms, and the retrieval 
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of previously learned rules, seemed to have helped the metalinguistic group’s transition 
from only knowing the rules (i.e. having declarative knowledge) to using the rules with 
relative ease (i.e. having procedural knowledge) in the oral tests when there was a time 
constraint.  
This advantage of metalinguistic prompts in transferring declarative knowledge to 
procedural knowledge is indeed the goal of language instruction. With procedural 
knowledge, students’ output becomes more fluent and accurate. The findings supported 
DeKeyser’s (2007) Skill Acquisition Theory, which states that explicit declarative 
knowledge could turn into implicit procedural knowledge through practice.  
The results also indicate that CF could be the interface between explicit and 
implicit knowledge, as suggested in Reed’s (2016) article.  Researchers hold different 
positions on whether and how learners’ declarative knowledge could convert into 
procedural knowledge. Krashen, for instance, maintained that the distinction of 
“acquisition” (subconscious process) and “learning” (explicit procedure) is dichotomous; 
however, the Monitor in his model (1982) allows retrieval of knowledge under three 
conditions: time, focus on form, and rule knowledge. In this study, metalinguistic 
prompts offered opportunities for a quick time-out from the communicative tasks, 
allowed learners to focus on form, reminded them of the rule knowledge, and forced them 
to produce modified L2 forms. In a sense, metalinguistic prompts functioned as the 
interface between explicit and implicit knowledge. Therefore, explicit knowledge of wh-
question and classifier use seemed to have turned into implicit knowledge.  
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5.2.3 CF and individual differences  
From the multiple regression analyses, we learned that besides the treatment 
group factor, two individual differences variables, aptitude and attitude, were crucial in 
predicting students’ performance in the posttests and delayed posttests. This finding 
confirms Sheen’s finding (2011) that aptitude and attitude are positively related to 
students’ performance in immediate and delayed posttests.  
In this study, it is understandable that aptitude was crucial in predicting accuracy 
scores in the posttest and delayed posttest. The better a person’s language analytic ability 
is, the better he/she may master grammatical computation of wh-question use, or notice 
the general and special lexical needs for classifiers.  
It is also not surprising to see that attitude is positively and significantly related to 
the test scores. In reality, a better attitude toward language learning would definitely help 
learners move from only knowing grammatical rules to making attempts to master the 
rules. Another interesting fact is that attitude did not contribute to the regression model 
for the posttest, but it did contribute to the regression model for the delayed posttest with 
a heavy weight (B=38.653*). This change shows that a positive attitude would surely 
benefit students’ language development in the long run.  
The third ID variable, anxiety, did not seem to have an impact on students’ 
performance on wh-question and classifier use in the posttests and delayed posttests. This 
finding contradicts results from Sheen’s (2011) study, in which she found that anxiety 
was negatively related to test performance.  
In the current study, the negative correlation that anxiety had with the posttest and 
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delayed posttest scores was not significant. This finding is encouraging, as it shows that 
highly salient corrective feedback in the CFL field did not negatively affect students’ 
performance during the oral and written tests. One possible explanation may stem from 
the teacher’s instructional style and positive attitude towards learners’ errors in class. She 
assured students that making mistakes is natural in learning a foreign language, and 
delivered all corrective feedback with a smile on her face and an encouraging tone of 
voice.  In fact, students did feel supported by hearing the teacher respond to their errors. 
Many wrote in the end-of-semester course evaluation (not part of the study design) that 
they felt relaxed and encouraged in their Chinese classes. This shows that our prior 
concern that the saliency and face-threatening nature of CF could be overcome if the CF 
is delivered properly in a supportive class environment.  
5.2.4 Summary of discussion of results  
To summarize the discussion of results, we come to the following conclusions:   
(1). Both recasts and metalinguistic prompts were very salient in the CFL classes. 
Students noticed the teacher’s correction, and they repeated the correct forms or self-
corrected respectively.  
(2). The differential effects of recasts and metalinguistic prompts were discussed 
based on CF mechanism, target structures, and modes of testing. Overall, metalinguistic 
prompts were more effective in helping students gain accuracy, not only in rule-based 
wh-questions, but also in exemplar-based classifiers. Prompts involved more 
participation on the learners’ part, so this extra “doing” may help learners retrieve 
previous learned declarative knowledge, push them to practice, and test hypotheses. 
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Recasts on the other hand, seemed to work better with rule-based wh-questions (maybe 
because wh-errors are salient in input), while simply hearing the classifiers (not so salient 
in input) did not help with acquisition.  
(3). Recasts and metalinguistic prompts both seemed beneficial with the written 
tests, because students had more time to retrieve their declarative knowledge. 
Metalinguistic prompts helped the increase in oral tests scores more, because 
metalinguistic prompts may have turned declarative knowledge into procedural 
knowledge. If the goal of instruction is to turn declarative knowledge into procedural 
knowledge, and to achieve oral fluency in a foreign language, then metalinguistic 
prompts may be more favorable.  
(4). In terms of the potential moderating roles that individual differences variables 
play in the learning outcome, we found that in predicting the posttest and delayed posttest 
scores, aptitude was crucial, attitude was important (especially in the delayed posttest), 
and anxiety was not important.  
  
5.3 Theoretical and pedagogical implications 
 This study has extended the current classroom based empirical research in 
corrective feedback to the Chinese as a Foreign Language Field. Theoretically speaking, 
it confirmed the beneficial role of the output-pushing CF strategy, metalinguistic 
prompts, in the classroom setting. The findings suggest that teachers should not be afraid 
of having a short timeout during communicative tasks to give students more opportunities 
to self-correct. Although the practice may seem time-consuming compared to giving 
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recasts, it would still be highly effective in helping students notice the location and nature 
of the error, practice to correct the error, and receive feedback on the comprehensibility 
and accuracy of the modified output.  The study also suggests that traditionally regarded 
face-threatening CF types, such as metalinguistic prompts, could be delivered without 
increasing students’ anxiety. Lastly, helping students maintain positive attitudes was 
important in their language development.  
 
5.4 Suggestions for future studies 
Future studies could consider using more students in the treatment groups, or 
more teachers to check whether anxiety and attitudes would affect the learning results 
under different teacher’s instruction. More individual differences variable, such as short-
term memory, could also be tested. Lastly, students’ understanding of teachers’ corrective 
feedback is also worthy of exploration, as such studies could tell us whether students 
would notice the teacher’s correction, and whether they would understand the intention of 
the teacher’s correction.  
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Appendix 1: Pretests, posttests, and delayed posttests 
Oral production Pretest 
  
(For Student A) 
Task 1: Your friend is showing you a family photo. Ask him/her the following 
questions.  
 
1) How many people are there in your family?  
2) How many older sisters do you have? 
3) Who is this girl/ boy? 
4) Who is this kid? 
5) What does your father do for work? 
6) What does your mother do for work? 
7) What is the cat’s name? 
 
Task 2: Now you are going to show your friend a family photo. You are Chris. Answer 
your friend’s questions. 
(For Student B)  
Task 1: You are showing your friend a family photo. You are Bart. Answer his/her 
questions.   
Task 2: Now your friend is going to show you a family photo.  
Ask him/her the following questions.  
1) How many people are there in your family?  
2) How many older sisters do you have? 
3) Who is this girl/ boy? 
4) Who is this kid? 
5) What does your father do for work? 
6) What does your mother do for work? 
7) What is the cat’s name? 
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(For Student A) 
You are talking to a classmate about 
how he/she celebrated his/her birthday. 
Ask the following questions: 
  
1) When is your birthday? 
2) How old are you this year? 
3) What did you do on your birthday 
4) Who did you treat to dinner? 
5) How many friends did you invite 
to dinner? 
6) What cuisine did you eat? 
7) How many dishes did you eat? 
8) What is your best friend’s name? 
 
Now switch role with your partner, and 
use the green card.  
(For Student B) 
Your partner is going to ask you a few 
questions regarding your past birthday. 
Please answer the questions based on the 
information given below.  
 
You just celebrated your birthday with 
five friends. You invited them to eat 
dinner at a Chinese restaurant. You 
ordered 10 dishes. Your best friend, 
Wang Peng, paid for the dinner!  
 
 
Now switch role with your partner, and 
use the green card.  
 
(For Student B) 
You are talking to a classmate about how 
he/she celebrated his/her birthday. Ask 
the following questions: 
  
1) When is your birthday? 
2) How old are you this year? 
3) What did you do on your birthday 
4) Who did you invite to watch 
movies? 
5) How many friends did you invite? 
6) What movies did you watch? 
7) How many movies did you watch? 
8) What is your best friend’s name? 
 
 
(For Student A) 
Your partner is going to ask you a few 
questions regarding your past birthday. 
Please answer the questions based on 
the information given below.  
 
You just celebrated your birthday with 
six friends. You invited them to come 
to your home to watch 3 of your 
favorite movies. Your best friend, Li 
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Oral production delayed posttest 
  
(For Student A) 
You are talking to a classmate about 
his/her recent visit of a friend’s home. 
Ask the following questions: 
  
1) What is your friend’s name? 
2) How many younger sisters does 
he/she have? 
3) What does the younger sister like 
to do? 
4) Where does she work? 
5) What did you drink? 
6) How many cups of cola did you 
drink? 
7) How many cups of coffee did 
Wang Peng drink? 
8) What did you do after dinner? 
 
(For Student B) 
Your partner is going to ask you a few 
questions regarding your recent visit to a 
friend’s home. Please answer the 
questions based on the information given 
below.  
 
This weekend you went to Li You’s home 
with Wang Peng, and met Li You’s 
younger sister, Li Li. She is very friendly, 
and told you she likes to play pingpong. 
She works part-time at the school library. 
You drank water and coffee. Wang Peng 
had 5 cups of coffee! You, on the other 
hand, only had one. You had dinner at Li 
You’s home, and watched two Chinese 
movies.  
 
Now switch role with your partner, and 
use the green card.  
 
(For Student A) 
Your partner is going to ask you a few 
questions regarding your recent visit 
to a friend’s home. Please answer the 
questions based on the information 
given below.  
 
This weekend you went to Bai 
Ying’ai’s home with Li You, and met 
Bai Ying’ai’s older sister, Bai 
Ying’mei. She is very friendly, and 
told you she likes to listen to music. 
She works at the school library. You 
were thirsty, so you drink a lot of 
water. Li You really likes tea, so she 
had 5 cups of tea! You, on the other 
hand, had 6 glasses of water. You had 
dinner at Bai Ying’ai’s home, and 
watched three American movies.  
 
(For Student B) 
You are talking to a classmate about 
his/her recent visit of a friend’s home. 
Ask the following questions: 
  
1) What is your friend’s name? 
2) How many older sisters does he/she 
have? 
3) What does the older sister like to 
do? 
4) Where does she work? 
5) What did you drink? 
6) How many glasses of water did you 
drink? 
7) How many cups of tea did Li You 
drink? 
8) What did you do after dinner? 
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Written Error Correction Pretest          Name________________ 
(Instructions) 
Please read each sentence, and judge whether it is grammatical. If you think a sentence 
has an error, please underline the part that is problematic, and write out the entire 
sentence correcting the error. (Note: There are no punctuation or spelling errors). If you 
think the sentence is correct, please write “T” in the answer part. 
 
Example 1: Tā shì yě lǎoshī. (He is also a teacher.)   Answer: Tā yě shì lǎoshī.  
Example 2:  Tā yě shì lǎoshī. (He is also a teacher.)  Answer: T.  
 
1. Wǒ jiā yǒu wǔ rén. (There are 5 people in my family.)       
    Answer:  
2. Shéi shì zhè ge nánháizi? (Who is this boy?)     
    Answer:  
3. Lǐ lǎoshī bù yǒu yī dìdi.  (Teacher Li doesn’t have a younger brother.)          
    Answer:  
4. Jǐ ge jiějie nǐ yǒu? (How many older sisters do you have?)                
    Answer: 
5. Nǐ jiào shénme míngzi?  (What’s your name?)      
    Answer:  
6. Dōu Lǐ Yǒu, Wáng Péng shì ge lǎoshī. (Both Li You and Wang Peng are teachers.) 
    Answer: 
7. Zhè shì shéi de zhàopiàn? (Whose picture is this?)    
    Answer: 
8. Shénme nǐ xìng? (What’s your surname?)                  
    Answer: 
9. Zhè shì zhàopiàn de Zhāng xiānsheng. (This is Mr. Zhang’s photograph.)  
    Answer:   
10. Nǐ jiā yǒu jǐ kǒu rén? (How many people are there in your family?) 
    Answer:   
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Written Error Correction Posttest    Name________________ 
 
(Instructions) 
Please read each sentence, and judge whether it is grammatical. If you think a sentence 
has an error, please underline the part that is problematic, and write out the entire 
sentence correcting the error. (Note: There are no punctuation or spelling errors). If you 
think the sentence is correct, please write “T” in the answer part. 
 
Example 1: Tā yě shì lǎoshī. (He is also a teacher.)  Answer: T.  
Example 2: Tā shì yě lǎoshī. (He is also a teacher.)  Answer: Tā yě shì lǎoshī. 
 
1. Nǐmen xiǎng bu xiǎng kàn yī Měiguó diànyǐng?  (Do you want to watch one  
American movie?)  
     Answer:  
2. Nǐ qù dǎ bu dǎ qiú?  (Are you going to play ball?) 
    Answer: 
3. Shéi qǐng nǐ qù tiào wǔ? (Who invites you to go dancing?)            
    Answer: 
4. Shénme nǐ xiǎng zuò zhè ge zhōumò?  (What do you want to do this weekend?) 
    Answer: 
5. Yīnwèi nǐ méi yǒu qián (money), wǒ qǐng kè. (Because you don’t have money, I’ll 
treat.)            
    Answer: 
6. Nǐ shì yī hǎo péngyǒu. (You are a good friend.) 
    Answer: 
7. Shéi nǐ hái xiǎng qǐng?  (Who do you also want to invite?)              
    Answer: 
8. Qǐng wǔ péngyou, zěnmeyàng? (How about inviting 5 friends?) 
    Answer: 
9. Shénme diànshì nǐ xǐhuan kàn?  (What TV program do you like to watch?)                     
    Answer: 
10. Zhè ge zhōumò jǐ ge diànyǐng nǐ xiǎng kàn?  (How many movies do you want to 
watch this weekend?) 
     Answer: 
11. Xià ge xīngqī jǐ Wáng lǎoshī xiǎng chàng gē?  (Which day of next week does 
teacher Wang want to sing?)       
     Answer: 
12. Tā xiǎng chàng yī ge Zhōngwén gē ma? (Does he want to sing a Chinese song?) 
    Answer: 
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 Written Error Correction Delayed-posttest        Name________________ 
 
(Instructions) 
Please read each sentence, and judge whether it is grammatical. If you think a sentence 
has an error, please underline the part that is problematic, and write out the entire 
sentence correcting the error. (Note: There are no punctuation or spelling errors). If you 
think the sentence is correct, please write “T” in the answer part. 
 
Example 1: Tā yě shì lǎoshī. (He is also a teacher.)  Answer: T 
Example 2: Tā shì yě lǎoshī. (He is also a teacher.)  Answer: Tā yě shì lǎoshī. 
 
1. Lǎoshī qǐng liǎng xuésheng jìn lai yí xià.  (The teacher invites two students to come 
in for a moment.)  
    Answer:        
2. Nǐ hē chá yì diǎnr ba. (Drink a little tea.) 
    Answer: 
3. Zhè ge nǚ háizi shì gāo. (This girl is tall.)         
    Answer:    
4. Nà ge rén gōngzuò zài nǎr? (Where does that person work?) 
    Answer:  
5. Jǐ bēi kāfēi tā hē le? (How many cups of coffee did he drink?)          
    Answer:   
6. Shéi méi yǒu hē shuĭ?  (Who didn’t drink water?)      
    Answer:  
7.  Shénme nǐ xiǎng hē? (What would you like to drink?)     
     Answer: 
8.  Nǐ xiǎng hē yí ge kāfēi ma? (Would you like a cup of coffee?)   
     Answer:                   
9. Tā méi yǒu huí jiā cái shíyī diǎn.  (He didn’t go home until 11 o’clock.) 
     Answer:  
10. Gāo Xiǎoyīn zài nǎr gōngzuò? (Where does Gao Xiaoyin work?) 
     Answer: 
11. Gāo Wénzhōng yǒu jǐ jiějie? (How many older sisters does Gao Wenzhong have? 
      Answer:   
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Appendix 2: Language Analytic Ability Test  
Language Analysis 
 
The list in the box below contains words/phrases from an imaginary language along with 
their English translations. Following this, there will be 14 short English sentences, each 
with four possible translations into the imaginary language. Based on the examples given 
in the box, please try and work out which of the four options is the correct translation of 
each sentence. Thank you very much.  
 
kau dog pa  we, us 
meu cat xa you 
kau meud bo The dog is chasing the cat. pasau meud bo our dog is chasing the cat. 
kau meud bi The dog was chasing the 
cat. 
pa meud bo We are chasing the cat. 
so  watch paxbo We are chasing you. 




1. The dog is watching the cat. 8. We were not watching the dog. 
 a. kau meud so b. kau meud si  a. pa kaud sir b. pa kau sir 
 c. meu kaud so d. meu kaud si  c. pa kaud sor d. pa kaud bir 
2. The cat was watching the mouse. 9. We were not chasing you.  
 a. meud ciu so b. meu ciud so  a. xapbir b.paxbir 
 c. meud ciu si d. meu ciud si  c. paxbor d. xapbor 
3. You are watching us. 10. Your cat is chasing the mouse.  
 a. paxbo b. paxso  a. xacu meud bo b. xaseu ciud bo 
 c. xapbo d. xapso  c. meuxa ciud bo d. ciuxa meud bo 
4.  You were chasing the dog. 11. You are not watching our dog.  
 a. xa kaud bo b. pa kaud bo  a. xa paseud bor b. xa pasaud sor 
 c. pa kaud bi d. xa kaud bi  c. xa pasaud so d. xa pasaud bor 
5. We were watching you. 12. Our mouse was not chasing the dog. 
 a. xapsi b. paxso  a. oasiu kaud bi b. xasiu kaud sir 
 c. paxsi d. paxbi  c. xasiu kaud bi d. pasiu kaud bir 
6. You are not watching the cat. 13. Your mouse is chasing us.  
 a. xa meud bor b. xa meud sor  a. xa ciu pabo b. xasiu pbo 
 c. xa meud sir d. xa meu sor  c. xaciu pa bo d. xasiu pabo 
7.  You are not chasing us.  14.  Our cat was not chasing your dog. 
 a. paxbor b. xapbo  a. pseu xasaud bir b. pseu xsaud bir 
 c. xapabor d. xapbor  c. paseu xasaud bir d. paseu xsaud bir 
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Appendix 3: Attitudes and Anxiety Questionnaire 
How Do You Feel About Learning Chinese? 
 
There are a number of statements concerning your feelings about learning Chinese. In 
each statement, please circle the number that best describes how you feel. There is no 
good or bad answer—the researcher is only interested in your personal feeling this 
semester. So, please give your honest answers. Thank you so much for your time.  
 
Example: 
“I like Manhattan.” 
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1 I spend a lot of energy learning Chinese.  1 2 3 4 5 6 
2 I always feel that the other students speak Chinese 
better than I do. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
3 I always try hard to use correct sentences when I am 
speaking. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
4 Learning Chinese is really great. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
5 During the classroom discussion, I often pay attention 
to my classmates’ errors. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
6 Learning Chinese often gives me a feeling of success. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
7 When I give my answers in this class, I often lose 
confidence. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
8 When speaking in this class, I’m not worried about 
Chinese grammar. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
9 I feel learning Chinese is a burden for me. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
10 To improve my Chinese, it is necessary that I learn 
from my own errors. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
11 I want my teacher to correct my Chinese errors all the 
time.  
1 2 3 4 5 6 
12 I learn things in this class that will be useful in the 
future. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
13 I feel good when I have to speak Chinese in front of 
my classmates. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
14 It bothers me when the teacher corrects my errors. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
15 Mastering grammar is my number one goal in learning 
Chinese. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
16 I really enjoy learning Chinese. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
17 I like to learn Chinese by analyzing errors. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
18 Learning Chinese is one of the most important activity 
for me.  
1 2 3 4 5 6 
19 I’m afraid the other students will laugh at me when I 
speak Chinese. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
20 I try to express my thoughts as fast as possible even if 
my Chinese isn’t accurate. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
21 Chinese is an important part of my education. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
22 The best way to learn Chinese is when the teacher 
corrects my errors. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
23 I would like to get to a more advanced level in 
Chinese. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
24 I’m enjoying my Chinese lessons because I’m 
comfortable with this level of Chinese.  
1 2 3 4 5 6 
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25 I think a good student should always speak Chinese 
accurately. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
26 I don’t feel good about learning Chinese. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
27 I am afraid of speaking right after the teacher corrects 
my errors. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
28 I have a very strong desire to learn Chinese. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
29 I’m generally nervous when participating in my 
Chinese class.  
1 2 3 4 5 6 
30 I’m only interested in speaking Chinese fluently (vs. 
accurately).  
1 2 3 4 5 6 
31 I always look forward to our Chinese classes. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
32 I don’t like it if the teacher always focuses on 
grammatical errors.  
1 2 3 4 5 6 
33 I find grammar exercises very useful for improving 
speaking. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
34 When my classmates make errors, I try to think of the 
correct answer in my head.  
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Appendix 4: Treatment Transcriptions (Recast Group) 
Total number of wh-errors: 17      Total number of wh-question repairs: 15 
Total number of classifier errors: 13   Total number of classifier repairs: 11 
 
Treatment 1: 9 Wh Errors (8 self-repairs), 5 classifier errors (4 self-repairs) 
1.  Error type: Wh-question 
S1: *Jǐ yuè jǐ hào Gāo Wénzhōng de shēngrì?      Wh-question error #1     
       (Literal translation: Which month which day Gao Wenzhong’s birthday? 
 T:  Gāo Wénzhōng de shēngrì shì jǐ yuè jǐ hào?     Recast 
       (Gao Wenzhong’s birthday is which month which day?) 
 S:  Gāo wénzhōng de shēngrì shì jǐ yuè jǐ hào?   Self-repair 
      (Gao Wenzhong’s birthday is which month which day?) 
 T:  Hǎo.           Teacher’s response 
      Good. 
 
2. Error type: Wh-question 
S1: *Duō dà tā jīnnián?          Wh-question error #2 
        (Literal translation: How old he this year?) 
 T:    Tā jīnnián  duō dà?          Recast 
  (He this year how old) 
 S:    Tā jīnnián duō dà?     Self-repair 
        (He this year how old?) 
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 T:   Hěn hǎo. Tā shíqī suì háishì shíbā suì?    Teacher’s response  
       (Very good. He 17 or 18?) 
 
3.  Error type: Wh-question 
S1: *Shénme cài tā xǐhuān chī?     Wh-question error #3 
 (Literal translation: What cuisine he like eat?) 
T:  Tā xǐhuān chī shénme cài?     Recast 
 (He like eat what cuisine?) 
S: Tā xǐhuān chī shénme cài?    Self-repair 
(He like eat what cuisine?) 
       T: Em, tā xǐhuān chī shénme cài?    Teacher’s response  
 (He like eat what cuisine?) 
 
4. Error type: Wh-question 
S1: *Xīngqī jǐ Bái Yīng’ài qǐng Gāo Wénzhōng chī fàn?  Wh-question error #4 
   (Literal Translation: What day of the week Bai Ying’ai invite Gao Wenzhong     
    eat food?) 
T: Bái Yīng’ài xīngqī jǐ qǐng Gāo Wénzhōng chī  fàn?         Recast 
  (Bai Ying’ai what day of the week invite Gao Wenzhong eat food?) 
S: Bái Yīng’ài xīngqīsì qǐng Gāo Wénzhōng chī fàn.       No self-repair 
  (Bai Ying’ai Thursday invite Gao Wenzhong eat food.) 
T: Duì, xīngqīsì.           Teacher’s response  
  (Right, Thursday.) 
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5. Error type: Wh-question 
S1: *Bái Yīng’ài hé Gāo Wénzhōng jiàn jǐ diǎn?   Wh-question error #5 
 (Literal translation: Bai Ying’ai and Gao Wenzhong meet what time?) 
T: Bái Yīng’ài hé Gāo Wénzhōng xīngqīsì jǐ diǎn jiàn?  Recast 
 (Bai Ying’ai and Gao Wenzhong Thursday what time meet?) 
S: Bái Yīng’ài hé Gāo Wénzhōng xīngqīsì jǐ diǎn jiàn?  Self-repair 
 (Bai Ying’ai and Gao Wenzhong Thursday what time meet?) 
T: Hěn hǎo.        Teacher’s response 
 (Very good.) 
 
6.  Error type: Classifier 
S1: *Tāmen chī jǐ cài?     Classifier error #1 
     (Literal translation: They eat how many *no classifier* dishes?) 
T: Tāmen chī jǐ ge cài?     Recast 
 (They eat how many classifier dishes?) 
S: Tāmen chī jǐ ge cài?     Self-repair 
 (They eat how many classifier dishes?) 
T: Em, hěn hǎo.      Teacher’s response 
 (Em, very good.) 
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7. Error type: classifier 
S1: *Tāmen chī yí cài.     Classifier error #2 
       (Literal translation: They eat one *missing classifier* dish.) 
T: Yí ge cài.                 Recast 
 (One classifier dish.) 
S: Yí ge cài.     Self-repair 
 (One classifier dish.) 
T: Hǎo, continue to count.    Teacher’s response 
 (Good, continue to count.) 
 
8.  Error type: classifier 
S1: *Èr cài.      Classifier error #3  
 (Literal translation: Two *missing classifier* dishes.) 
T: Liǎng ge cài.      Recast  
 (Two classifier dishes.) 
S: Liǎng ge cài.      Self-repair 
(Two classifier dishes.) 
T: Hǎo, keep counting.     Teacher’s response 
 (Good, keep counting.) 
S:  (Counting together with the teacher) Yí ge cài, liǎng ge cài…. liù ge cài. 
 (One classifier dish, two classifier dishes, …, six classifier dishes) 
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9. Error type: wh-question 
S1: *Nà ge cài, shénme nà ge cài?   Wh-question error #6 
(Literal translation: That classifier dish, what that classifier dish?) 
T: Nà ge cài shì shénme?    Recast 
(That classifier dish is what?) 
S1: Nà ge cài shì shénme?    Self-repair 
(That classifier dish is what?) 
T: Good, do you know what this is?   Teacher’s response 
 
10. Error type: wh-question 
S1: *Jǐ hào, Xiǎo Sūn de shēngrì?   Wh-question error #7   
  (Literal translation: Which day, Little Sun’s birthday?) 
T: Xiǎo sūn de shēngrì shì jǐ yuè jǐ hào?  Recast 
  (Little Sun’s birthday is which month which day?) 
S: Xiǎo sūn de shēngrì shì jǐ yuè jǐ hào?  Self-repair 
  (Little Sun’s birthday is which month which day?) 
T: Hěn hǎo, tā de shēngrì shì 4 yuè 10 hào.  Teacher’s response 
  (Very good. Her birthday is April 10.) 
 
11.  Error type: wh-question 
S1: *Shénme cài nǐ de péngyǒu xǐhuān chī?  Wh-question error #8 
    (Literal translation: What cuisine your friend like eat?) 
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T: Nǐ de péngyǒu xǐhuān chī shénme cài?  Recast 
(Your friend like eat what cuisine?) 
S: Nǐ de péngyǒu xǐhuān chī shénme cài?  Self-repair 
(Your friend like eat what cuisine?) 
T: Hěn hǎo.      Teacher’s response  
(Very good.) 
 
12. Error type: wh-question  
S1: *Nǐ jīnnián qǐng Xiǎo Sūn chī fàn?    Wh-question error #9 
 (Literal translation: You this year invite Little Sun eat?) 
T: How do you say which day of the week?  Prompt 
S1: Oh, nǐ xīngqí jǐ qǐng Xiǎo Sūn chī fàn?   Self-repair 
 (Oh, you which day of the week invite Little Sun eat?) 
T: Hěn hǎo.       Teacher’s response 
 (Very good.) 
 
13. Error type: classifier 
S1: *Nǐmen chī 5 cài!      Classifier error #4 
  (Literal translation: You eat 5 *missing classifier* dishes!) 
T:  Chī 5 ge cài.       Recast 
 (Eat 5 classifier dishes.) 
S: Chī 5 ge cài.       Self-repair 
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     (Eat 5 classifier dishes.) 
T: Hěn hǎo.       Teacher’s response 
 (Very good.) 
 
14. Error type: classifier  
S1: * Zhè cài shì dòujiǎo ma?     Classifier error #5 
       (Literal translation: this *missing classifier* dish is green beans?  
T: Zhè ge cài shì dòujiǎo ma?     Recast  
 (This classifier dish is green beans?) 
S:  Shì.        No self-repair 
  (Yes.) 
T: Hǎo, shì dòujiǎo.     Teacher’s response 
 (Ok, is green bean.) 
 
Treatment 2: 3 wh-question errors (2 self-repair), 3 classifier errors (2 self-repairs) 
15. Error type: wh-question  
S1: *Shénme zhè ge diànyǐng jiào?    Wh-question error #10 
 (Literal translation: What is this movie called?) 
T: Zhè ge diànyǐng jiào shénme?    Recast  
(This movie is called what?) 
S1: Zhè ge diànyǐng jiào shénme?    Self-repair 
(This movie is called what?) 
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T: Hǎo.        Teacher’s response 
(Good.) 
 
16. Error type: wh-question  
S1: *Nǐ juéde nǎ ge diànyǐng Bái Yīng’ài xiǎng kàn?  Wh-question error #11 
 (Literal translation: You think which movie Bai Ying’ai want watch?) 
T: Bái Yīng’ài xiǎng kàn nǎ ge diànyǐng?   Recast  
(Bai Ying’ai want watch which movie?) 
S1: She is a girl, tā xiǎng kàn Hunger Games.   No self-repair 
                       (She want watch Hunger Games) 
T: Hāha, hǎo.       Teacher’s response 
(Haha, good.) 
 
17.  Error type: classifier 
S1: *Shéi qǐng shéi kàn zhè diànyǐng?    Classifier error #6 
 (Literal translation: Who invite whom watch this *missing CL* movie?) 
T: Shéi qǐng shéi kàn zhè ge diànyǐng?   Recast  
(Who invite whom watch this CL movie?) 
S: Shéi qǐng shéi kàn zhè ge diànyǐng?    Self-repair 
(Who invite whom watch this CL movie?) 
T: Hǎo de.       Teacher’s response 
(Good.) 
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18.  Error type: classifier 
S1: *Wèishéme tā qǐng tā kàn zhè diànyǐng?   Classifier error #7 
 (Literal translation: Why he invite her watch this *missing CL* movie?) 
T: Zhè ge diànyǐng.      Recast  
(This CL movie) 
S: Zhège diànyǐng.      Self-repair 
(This CL movie) 
T: Hěn hǎo.       Teacher’s response 
(Very good.) 
 
19.  Error type: wh-question 
S1: *Shéi Gāo Wénzhōng qǐng kàn diànyǐng?   Wh-question error #12 
 (Literal translation: Whom Gao Wenzhong invite watch movie?) 
T: Gāo Wénzhōng qǐng shéi kàn diànyǐng?   Recast  
(Gao Wenzhong invite whom watch movie?) 
S1: Gāo wénzhōng qǐng shéi kàn diànyǐng?   Self-repair 
(Gao Wenzhong invite whom watch movie?) 
T: Hǎo.        Teacher’s response 
(Good.) 
 
20. Error type: classifier 
S1: *Zhèr yǒu sān diànyǐng.     Classifier error #8 
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 (Literal translation: Here has three *missing CL* movie.) 
T: Sān ge diànyǐng.      Recast  
(Three CL movie) 
S: Duì, yǒu Thor, Hunger Games, hé Last Vegas. No self-repair 
(Right, have Thor, Hunger Games, and Last Vegas.) 
T: Duì, sān ge diànyǐng.      Teacher’s response 
(Right, three CL movie) 
 
Treatment 3: 2 wh-question errors (2 self-repairs), 2 classifier errors (2 self-repairs) 
21. Error type: wh-question 
S1: *Zhōumò shénme zuò?     Wh-question error #13 
  (Literal translation: Weekend what do?) 
T: Zhōumò nǐ xiǎng zuò shénme?    Recast  
(Weekend you want do what?) 
S: Zhōumò nǐ xiǎng zuò shénme?    Self-repair 
(Weekend you want do what?) 
T: Hěn hǎo.       Teacher’s response 
(Very good.) 
 
22. Error type: classifier 
S1: *Wǒ xiǎng kàn liǎng měiguó diànyǐng.   Classifier error #9 
  (Literal translation: I want watch two *missing CL* American movies.) 
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T: Liǎng ge měiguó diànyǐng.    Recast  
(Two CL American movies) 
S: Liǎng ge měiguó diànyǐng.     Self-repair 
    (Two CL American movies) 
T: Hěn hǎo.       Teacher’s response 
   (Very good.) 
 
22. Error type: classifier 
S1: *Wǒ xiǎng kàn sān ge Yīngwén shū.   Classifier error #10 
   (Literal translation: I want watch three *wrong CL* English books). 
T: Sān běn Yīngwén shū.     Recast  
  (Three CL English books.) 
S: Sān běn Yīngwén shū.     Self-repair 
  (Three CL English books.) 
T: Hěn hǎo.       Teacher’s response 
  (Very good.) 
 
24. Error type: wh-question 
S1: *Zěnmeyàng Wáng Péng de zhōumò?   Wh-question error #14 
  (Literal translation: How is Wang Peng’s weekend?) 
T: Wáng Péng de zhōumò zěnmeyàng?   Recast  
  (Wang Peng’s weekend how is it?) 
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S: Wáng Péng de zhōumò zěnmeyàng?   Self-repair 
  (Wang Peng’s weekend how is it?) 
T: Hěn hǎo.       Teacher’s response 
  (Very good.) 
 
Treatment 4: 3 wh-question errors (3 self-repairs), 3 classifier errors (3 self-repairs) 
25. Error type: wh-question 
S1: *Gāo Wénzhōng shénme hē?    Wh-question error #15 
   (Literal translation: Gao Wenzhong what drink?) 
T: Gāo Wénzhōng, nǐ xiǎng hē shénme?   Recast 
  (Gao Wenzhong, you want drink what?) 
S: Gāo Wénzhōng, nǐ xiǎng hē shénme?   Self-repair 
  (Gao Wenzhong, you want drink what?) 
T: Hěn hǎo. Then we give him two options.   Teacher’s response 
  (Very good.) 
 
26. Error type: classifier 
S1: *Gěi wǒ yí ge chá.      Classifier error #11 
  (Literal translation: Give me one *wrong CL* tea.) 
T: Gěi wǒ yì bēi chá.      Recast  
 (Give me one cup of tea.) 
S: Gěi wǒ yì bēi chá.      Self-repair 
 (Give me one cup of tea.) 
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T: Hěn hǎo.       Teacher’s response 
  (Very good.) 
 
27. Error type: wh-question 
S1: *Wáng Péng hé Lǐ Yǒu kàn shū zài nǎr?   Wh-question error #16 
     (Literal translation: Wang Peng and Li You read books where?) 
T: Wáng Péng hé Lǐ Yǒu zài nǎr kàn shū?   Recast  
 (Wang Peng and Li You where read books?) 
S: Wáng Péng hé Lǐ Yǒu zài nǎr kàn shū?   Self-repair 
 (Wang Peng and Li You where read books?) 
T: Hěn hǎo.       Teacher’s response 
 (Very good.) 
 
28. Error type: classifier 
S1: *Tāmen zài jiā kàn le sān ge běn shū.   Classifier error #12 
   (Literal translation: They at home read three *CL CL* books.) 
T: Kàn le sān běn shū.      Recast  
 (Read three CL books.) 
S: Kàn le sān běn shū.      Self-repair 
(Read three CL books.) 
T: Hěn hǎo.       Teacher’s response 
 (Very good.) 
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29. Error type: wh-question 
S1: *Tāmen zài túshūguǎn tīng le yí ge Zhōngwén gē.  Classifier error #13 
   (Literal translation: They at library listened to one *wrong CL* Chinese song.) 
T: Tīng le yì shǒu Zhōngwén gē.    Recast  
   (Listened to one CL Chinese song.) 
S1: Tīng le yì shǒu Zhōngwén gē.   Self-repair 
      (Listened to one CL Chinese song.) 
T: Hěn hǎo.       Teacher’s response 
     (Very good.) 
 
30. Error type: wh-question 
S1: *Nǎr nǐ chī wǎnfàn?     Wh-question error #17 
 (Literal translation: Where you eat dinner?) 
T: Nǐ zài nǎr chī wǎnfàn?     Recast  
 (You at where eat dinner?) 
S: Nǐ zài nǎr chī wǎnfàn?     Self-repair 
  (You at where eat dinner?) 
T: Hěn hǎo.       Teacher’s response 
 (Very good.) 
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Appendix 5: Treatment Transcriptions (Metalinguistic Prompt Group) 
Total number of wh-errors: 14     Total number of wh-question repairs: 14 
Total number of classifier errors: 12    Total number of classifier repairs: 12 
 
Treatment 1: 8 Wh Errors (8 self-repairs), 5 classifier errors (5 self-repairs) 
1.  Error type: Wh-question 
 S1: *Jǐ yuè jǐ hào Gāo Wénzhōng de shēngrì?          Wh-question error #1    
        (Literal translation: Which month which day Gao Wenzhong’s birthday?) 
T:  The wh-word appears where the answer would be. Change the word order.  
Metalinguistic prompt 
 S:  Gāo wénzhōng de shēngrì shì jǐ yuè jǐ hào?   Self-repair 
      (Gao Wenzhong’s birthday is which month which day?) 
 T:  Hǎo         Teacher’s response 
      (Good.) 
 
2. Error type: Wh-question 
S1: *Duō dà tā jīnnián?           Wh-question error #2 
  (Literal translation: How old he this year?) 
 T:  Think how you would answer it. The wh-word appears where the answer would be.  
Metalinguistic prompt 
 S:  Tā jīnnián duō dà?      Self-repair 
 (He how old this year?) 
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 T:  Hěn hǎo.        Teacher’s response  
 (Very good.) 
 
3.  Error type: Wh-question 
S1: *Shénme cài tā xǐhuān chī?      Wh-question error #3 
        (Literal translation: What cuisine he like eat?) 
  T:  Wh-question, statement order .      Metalinguistic prompt 
  S:  Tā xǐhuān chī shénme cài?      Self-repair 
      (He like eat what cuisine?) 
T: Em, tā xǐhuān chī shénme cài?     Teacher’s response  
  (Em, he like eat what cuisine?) 
 
4. Error type: Wh-question 
 S1: *Bái Yīng’ài qǐng Gāo Wénzhōng chī fàn xīngqī jǐ?  Wh-question error #4 
     (Literal translation: Bai Ying’ai invite Gao Wenzhong eat hat day of the week?) 
    T:  The wh-question word “xingqiji” is a time phrase. Use statement order.   
                   Metalinguistic prompt 
     S:  Bái Yīng’ài xīngqī jǐ qǐng Gāo Wénzhōng chī fàn? Self-repair 
      (Bai Ying’ai what day of the week invite Gao Wenzhong eat?) 
     T:  Hǎo.        Teacher’s response  
    (Good.) 
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5. Error type: Wh-question 
S1: *Jǐ diǎn Bái Yīng’ài hé Gāo Wénzhōng jiàn?   Wh-question error #5 
(Literal translation: What time Bai Ying’ai and Gao Wenzhong meet?) 
 T:  “Jǐ diǎn” is also a time phrase. Time goes?            Metalinguistic prompt 
  S:  Bái Yīng’ài hé Gāo Wénzhōng xīngqīsì jǐ diǎn jiàn?  Self-repair 
 (Bai Ying’ai and Gao Wenzhong Thursday what time meet?) 
T:  Hěn hǎo.        Teacher’s response 
 (Very good.) 
 
6.  Error type: Classifier 
S1: *Tāmen chī jǐ cài?      Classifier error #1 
 (Literal translation: They eat how many *no classifier* dishes?) 
 T:  We need a measure word between jǐ and cài.      Metalinguistic prompt 
 S:  Tāmen chī jǐ ge cài?      Self-repair 
 (They eat how many classifier dishes?) 
T:  Em, hěn hǎo.       Teacher’s response 
 (Em, very good.) 
 
7. Error type: classifier 
S1: *Tāmen chī  yí  cài.       Classifier error #2 
   (They eat  one *Missing CL* dish) 
   T: Use a measure word between the number and the noun.  Metalinguistic prompt  
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S: Yí ge cài.      Self-repair 
(One   CL   dish) 
T: Hǎo, continue to count.     Teacher’s response 
(Good) 
 
8.  Error type: classifier 
S1: *Liǎng cài.       Classifier error #3  
 (Literal translation: Two *missing classifier* dishes.) 
   T:  We need a measure word.     Metalinguistic prompt  
S:  Liǎng ge cài.       Self-repair 
 (Two classifier dishes.) 
T: Hǎo, keep counting.      Teacher’s response 
 (Good, keep counting.)  
S:  (Counting together with the teacher) Yí ge cài, liǎng ge cài…. liù ge cài. 
    (One classifier dish, two classifier dishes, …, six classifier dishes) 
 
9. Error type: wh-question 
S1: * Shénme nà ge cài?      Wh-question error #6 
  (Literal translation: What that CL dish?) 
      T: Wh-question, statement order.      Metalinguistic prompt 
S1:  Nà ge cài shì shénme?     Self-repair 
 (That CL dish is what?) 
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 T:   Hěn hǎo.       Teacher’s response 
 (Very good.) 
 
10. Error type: wh-question 
  S1:  *Jǐ hào shì Xiǎo Sūn de shēngrì?    Wh-question error #7   
    (Literal translation: Which day, Little Sun’s birthday?) 
       T:  Wh-question, statement order.             Metalinguistic prompt 
   S:  Xiǎo sūn de shēngrì shì jǐ yuè jǐ hào?    Self-repair 
   (Little Sun’s birthday is which month which day?) 
       T:  Hěn hǎo, tā de shēngrì shì 4 yuè 10 hào.    Teacher’s response 
   (Very good. Her birthday is April 10.) 
 
11.  Error type: wh-question 
  S1: *Shénme cài nǐ de péngyǒu xǐhuān chī?   Wh-question error #8 
    (Literal translation: What cuisine your friend like eat?) 
       T:  Wh-question, statement order.             Metalinguistic prompt 
   S:  Nǐ de péngyǒu xǐhuān chī shénme cài?   Self-repair 
 (Your friend like eat what cuisine?) 
  T: Hěn hǎo.       Teacher’s response  
 (Very good.) 
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12. Error type: classifier 
   S1: *Lǎoshī de péngyou chī 5 cài!   Classifier error #4 
  (Literal translation: Teacher’s friend eat 5 * Missing CL* dish.) 
   T:   Measure word between the number and the noun. Metalinguistic prompt 
   S:   Chī 5 ge cài.       Self-repair 
        (Eat 5 classifier dishes.) 
T:   Hěn hǎo.       Teacher’s response 
    (Very good.) 
 
13. Error type: classifier 
S1: *Zhè cài shì huǒguō ma?     Classifier error #5 
        (Literal translation: this *Missing CL* dish is hot pot?) 
       T: Use measure word between this and cuisine.   Metalinguistic prompt  
    S:  Zhè ge cài shì huǒguō ma?     Self-repair 
  (This classifier dish is hot pot?) 
    T: Duì, hěn hǎo.      Teacher’s response 
    (Correct, very good.) 
 
Treatment 2: 2 wh-question errors (2 self-repair), 2 classifier errors (2 self-repairs) 
14. Error type: wh-question  
S1: * Shénme Gāo Wénzhōng xǐhuān zuò?   Wh-question error #9  
  (Literal translation: What Gao Wenzhong like do?) 
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T:  Wh-question, statement order.    Metalinguistic prompt  
S1: Gāo Wénzhōng xǐhuān zuò shénme?   Self-repair 
(Gao Wenzhong like to do what?) 
T: Hǎo.        Teacher’s response 
(Good.) 
 
15. Error type: wh-question  
S1: *Nǎ ge diànyǐng Bái Yīng’ài xiǎng kàn?   Wh-question error #10 
  (Literal translation: Which CL movie Bai Ying’ai want watch?) 
T: Where do we put “which”?  Wh-word, statement order. Metalinguistic prompt  
S1: Bái Yīng’ài xiǎng kàn nǎ ge diànyǐng?   Self-repair 
  (Bai Ying’ai want watch which CL movie?) 
         T: Hěn hǎo.       Teacher’s response 
   (Very good.) 
 
16.  Error type: classifier 
S1: *Shéi qǐng shéi kàn zhè diànyǐng?    Classifier error #6 
 (Literal Translation: Who invite whom watch this “Missing CL” movie?) 
T:  We need a measure word.      Metalinguistic prompt  
S: Shéi qǐng shéi kàn zhè ge diànyǐng?    Self-repair 
(Who invite whom watch this CL movie?) 
T: Hǎo de.       Teacher’s response 
(Good.) 
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17.  Error type: classifier 
S1: *Zhè diànyǐng jiào shénme míngzì?   Classifier error #7 
(Literal translation: This “Missing CL” movie is called what name?) 
T: Measure word for diànyǐng.     Metalinguistic prompt  
S: Zhè ge diànyǐng jiào shénme míngzì?   Self-repair 
(This CL movie is called what name?) 
T: Hěn hǎo.       Teacher’s response 
(Very good.) 
 
Treatment 3: 2 wh-question errors (2 self-repairs), 2 classifier errors (2 self-repairs) 
18. Error type: classifier 
S1: *Zhè zhōumò      Classifier error #8  
  (Literal translation: This “Missing CL” weekend.) 
 T:  Measure word.       Metalinguistic prompt  
 S:  Zhè ge zhōumò      Self-repair  
   (This CL weekend.) 
 T:  Hěn hǎo.       Teacher’s response 
 (Very good.) 
 
19. Error type: wh-question 
S1: *Zuò shénme zhè ge zhōumò Wáng Péng?   Wh-question error #11  
    (Literal translation: Do what this weekend Wang Peng?) 
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  T: Wh-question, statement order.   Metalinguistic prompt  
  S: Wáng péng zhè ge zhōumò zuò shénme?   Self-repair  
   (Wang Peng this weekend do what?) 
  T: Hěn hǎo.       Teacher’s response 
      (Very good.) 
 
20. Error type: classifier 
S1: *Wǒ xiǎng kàn sān ge Yīngwén shū.   Classifier error #9 
 (Literal translation: I want watch three *Wrong CL* English books.) 
T: Shū needs a different measure word.    Metalinguistic prompt  
S: Běn? Sān běn Yīngwén shū?    Self-repair 
(CL? Three CL English books?) 
T: Duì, hěn hǎo.       Teacher’s response 
(Correct, very good.) 
 
21. Error type: wh-question 
S1: *Zěnme yàng Wáng Péng de zhōumò?   Wh-question error #12 
  (Literal translation: How is Wang Peng’s weekend?) 
T: Wh-question.       Metalinguistic prompt  
S: Wáng Péng de zhōumò zěnme yàng?   Self-repair 
(Wang Peng’s weekend how is it?) 
T: Hěn hǎo.       Teacher’s response 
(Very good.) 
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Treatment 4: 2 wh-question errors (2 self-repairs), 3 classifier errors (3 self-repairs) 
22. Error type: wh-question 
S1: *Gāo Wénzhōng, shénme nǐ xiǎng hē?   Wh-question error #13 
 (Literal translation: Gao Wenzhong, what you want drink?) 
T: Wh-question.       Metalinguistic prompt  
S: Gāo Wénzhōng, nǐ xiǎng hē shénme?   Self-repair 
(Gao Wenzhong, you want drink what?) 
T: Hěn hǎo.       Teacher’s response 
(Very good.) 
 
23. Error type: classifier 
S1: Gěi wǒ yí ge chá.      Classifier error #10 
(Literal translation: Give me one *Wrong CL* tea.) 
T: Chá needs a different measure word.   Metalinguistic prompt  
S: Yì bēi chá.       Self-repair 
(One cup of tea.) 
T: Hěn hǎo.       Teacher’s response 
(Very good.) 
 
24. Error type: classifier 
S1: *Lǐ Yǒu hē le yì kělè.     Classifier error #11  
    (Literal translation: Li You drank one *Missing CL* cola.) 
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  T: Measure word.      Metalinguistic prompt  
  S: Yì píng kělè.       Self-repair  
      (One bottle of cola.) 
  T: Hěn hǎo.       Teacher’s response 
  (Very good.) 
 
25. Error type: wh-question 
S1: *Wáng Péng hé Lǐ Yǒu kàn shū zài nǎr?             Wh-question error #14 
(Literal translation: Wang Peng and Li You read books where?) 
T: Where do you put zài nǎr? Wh-word, statement order.        Metalinguistic prompt  
S: Wáng Péng hé Lǐ Yǒu zài nǎr kàn shū?              Self-repair 
(Wang Peng and Li You where read books?) 
T: Hěn hǎo.                  Teacher’s response 
(Very good.) 
 
26. Error type: classifier 
S1: *Tāmen zài jiā kàn le sān ge shū.    Classifier error #12 
 (Literal translation: They at home read three *Wrong CL* books.) 
T:  Measure word.      Metalinguistic prompt  
S: Kàn le sān běn shū.      Self-repair 
(Read three CL books.) 
T: Hěn hǎo.       Teacher’s response 
(Very good.)   
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